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Abstract 

A thought analysis on the self-organization theories of dissipalive MHD plas

mas is presented to lead to three groups of theories that lead to the same relaxed 

stale of V x B = ,\B, in order to find an essential physical picture embedded in 

the self-organization phenomena due to nonlinear and dissipalive processes. The 

self-organized relaxed state due to the dissipation by the Ohm loss is shown to be 

formulated generally as the stale such thai yields ihe minimum dissipation rate of 

global auto- and/or cross-correlations between two quantities in j , B, and A for their 

own instantaneous values of the global correlations. 

Keywords : thought analysis, self-organization, magnetic energy relaxation, 

minimum dissipation stale, self-similar decay phase, resistive MHD plasma, varia

tional calculus. RFP 
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ij 1. I n r o d u c t i o n 

The energy-relaxation theory of the resistive magnelohydrodynainic (MUD) 

plasma by J. B. Taylor [1,2] has been applied successfully to the relaxation phe

nomena of magnetically confined plasmas in toroidal devices such as for the reversed 

field pinch (RFP) experiment [3-8] and for the spheromak experiment [9-11]. J. B. 

Taylor has clarified from his idealized theory that the equation of the force-free field, 

V x B = AB with a constant profile of A, represents "the minimum-energy state" 

which is called "the fully relaxed state", by introducing the conjecture on "the lime 

invariant" of "the total helicity". For a cylindrical plasma he derived the well-known 

ii ~ 0 Bcssel function model (BFM) configuration from the equation [1,2]. The gross 

features of the relaxed plasmas in the experiments of the RFP and the spheromak are 

well described by the force-free field equation, V x B = AB with the constant profile 

of A [ l - l l ] . The detailed experimental measurements show, however, that the relaxed 

states of plasmas deviate somewhat from the fully relaxed state of V x B = AB, and 

have finite pressure gradient and nonuniform profile of A [3-11]. This deviation is 

considered to result from the high resistive boundary plasmas [2], Taking account 

of the experimental RFP plasma which has the finite pressure gradient and satisfies 

the boundary condition that the current density j = 0 at the wall, one of the authors 

(Y.K.) had introduced the partially relaxed state model (PRSM) [12-14] and devel

oped numerical codes for the RFP equilibria and for the mode transition point of the 

relaxed states by introducing the energy principle with partial loss of helicity in the 

boundary region [15-20]. It has been shown that the experimental data of the RFP 

plasma in the TPE-1RM15 device [7,8] are well fitted by the numerical results of the 

PUSM [14.20]. 

On the other liRiid. the self-organization process in the resistive MUD plasma 

lias been investigated in details with use of the three-dimensional Mill) simulation:--
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by one of the authors (T.S.) and his co-workers [21-2(>], R. Iloriurlii and T. Sato 

have demonstrated by the three-dimensional simulation thai- there exists some energy 

relaxation process where the total helicity is approximately conserved during the rapid 

dissipation of the magnetic energy [22,23]. They also have demonstrated by the three-

dimensional simulation that fairly high dissipation of the total helicity, up to about 

20 percent in one example, accompanies the magnetic energy relaxation which leads 

to the force-free field of V x B = AB ( sec Fig.3 in ref.[24] ) We notice clearly from 

this result of their three-dimensional simulation shown in Fig.3 in ref.[24] that the 

total helicity is no longer the time invariant during the magnetic energy ralaxation 

and the system still relaxes to the force-free field of V x B = AB. In other words, 

the results of the three-dimensional MHD simulation mentioned above make it clear 

that the conjecture of the total helicity invariant is not the essential physical condition 

necessary for the realization of the relaxed state V x B — AB in the energy relaxation 

process. Using a variational method, they also have shown in ref.[24] that the relaxed 

state of V x B = AB is obtained as the maximum entropy state under the constraints 

of the total helicity invariant, the total energy- and the total mass conservations. 

Using the so-called reciprocity of the variational calculus, one of the author (Y.K.) 

has shown in ref.[l6] that the maximum entropy state with the global constraints on 

the helicity, the energy and the mass is equivalent to the minimum energy state with 

the global constraints on the helicity, the entropy, and the mass, and both of them 

lead to the same equilibrium equation ( if there is no partial loss, the equilibrium 

equatior becomes the force-free field of V x B = AB ). 

Some other energy relaxation theories or self-organization theories have been also 

reported, as the modifications of the theory by Taylor [1,2] for the explanation of 

experimental plasmas, for example, by using infinit set of global invariant concerning 

with Iielicity [27] or by using the minimun dissipation rate or the minimum entropy 
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production rate under the constraint of the constant time-averaged rate nf supply of 

helicity [28] or the assumption of the total heiicity invariant [29]. All of these theories 

mention above are based essentially on the concept of "heiicity", and lead to the same 

force-free field of V x B = AB. 

On the other hand, recent experimental data have clarified that in the ZP-2 device 

[30], which is a simple toroidal Z pinch without toroidal coiles for the toroidal flux 

and therefore has no initial total heiicity, there still appears the relaxation of the field 

configuration to lead to the spontaneous generation of the toroidal field within a few 

tons of /is in the produced toroidal plasma [30-32]. The relaxed state of the plasma 

becomes to have finite total heiicity and to be close to the state of V x B = AB 

(hat cannot be determined by the initial total helicily [30-32], contrary to the theory 

by Taylor [1,2]. The total heiicity is not the invariant during the magnetic energy 

relaxation in the experiment of the ZP-2 device, just the same as the case of the 

three-dimensional simulation shown in Fig.3 in ref.[24] mentioned above. Another 

important point to consider is that in the MHD simulations reported in refs.[2l]-

[2fi], they do not solve any equations for hilicity but they do only solve equations 

of mass, momentum, and energy ( or equivalently the entropy equation ) together 

with Maxwell's equations and Ohm's law, where fia j = V x B is used by neglecting 

the displacement current. This fact indicates that the quantity of heiicity does not 

dominate the process of relaxation but is used for a kind of classification or labeling 

to describe some part of the process. The both results by the experiments in the 

'/.V-2 device and the MHD simulation? mentioned above suggest that we need a new 

theory for obtaining the relaxed state without using "heiicity invariant for time''. 

The set of general thoughts to find internal structures of the self-organized relaxed 

states without using any invariant for time has been reported by one of the authors 

(Y.K.), using a thought analysis on relaxation due to nonlinear processes with dissi-
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pation itself [33]. Here, the word "thought analysis" means that we investigate logical 

structures, ideas or thoughts used in the objects being studied, and try to find some 

key elements for improvement and/or some other new thoughts which involve gener

ality, by using such as a kind of thought experiments and mathematically reversible 

processes [33-35], The applications of the set of general thoughts to the energy relax

ation of the MHD plasma, the incompressible viscous fluids, and the incompressible 

viscous MHD fluids have been shown in refs.[33] and [36]. A detailed description of 

the thought analysis on the self-organization due to nonlinear processes with dissipa

tion is presented in ref.[37] to clarify that the internal structures of the self-organized 

relaxed states are such structures that are hardest to change themselves in their time 

evolutions and therefore followed by the self-similar decay phase without significant 

change of their internal distributions. Detailed descriptions of the three applications 

of the set of general thoughts lo the resistive MHD plasmas, the incompressible vis

cous fluids, and the incompressible MHD fluids are also presented in ref.[37] to lead 

to the internal spatial structures of the self-organized relaxed states and their self-

similar decay phases, together with some examples of axisymmetric plasmas such as 

the diffused /? pinch plasma, the screw pinch plasma, the RFP plasma in the cylin

drical approximation, and the field reversal configuration (FRC) plasma. Remarkable 

points of the applied theory of the set of general thoughts, summarized in ref.[37], are 

the following*: 

(a) The relaxed state of the force-free field of V x B = AB and the mode transition 

ciiwlilion are derived generally as the low ft plasma limit of the self-organized relaxed 

state from the set of general thoughts without using "hclicity" and "invariant", whose 

concept* are essential in the theory by Taylor [1,2]. 

(!»} The applied theory permits the quasi-steady energy flow through the boundary 

surface, as is indeed the case in most experiments, and leads to a more general relaxed 
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slate of 27jij = a A for plasmas having spatially dependent resistivity r/. This result 

leads directly to the experimental fact of j = 0 near the wall, as is indeed the case in 

all experiments where TJ goes up to infinity near the boundary wall. 

(c) The self-organized relaxed states are proved directly to be followed by the 

self-similar decay phase without significant change of their own spatial distributions. 

(d) The self-organized relaxed states of flow and/or magnetic field after turbulent 

phases with dissipation in the incompressible viscous fluid and/or in the incompress

ible viscous MHD fluid are also derived and proved to be followed by the self-similar 

decay phase. 

We now confront the fact that there exist several different theories, all of which 

lead to the same relaxed state of V x B = AB as a branch, as mentioned above. 

This fact itself suggests that there may exist some other theories that lead to the 

same relaxed state of V x B = AB. It is interesting to investigate these theories 

themselves to find other possible theories leading to the same relaxed state. Overall 

investigation on those possible theories on the self-organization would give us some 

essential physical picture on the self-organization phenomena. 

In this paper, a thought analysis on the self-organization theories ( or the energy-

relaxation theories ) for the dissipative MHD plasma is presented to lead to three 

groups of the self-organization theories that lead to the same self-organized relaxed 

state of V x B = AB. We also compare and investigate the obtained groups of 

the self-organization theories to find their common origin and an essential physical 

picture on the self-organization phenomena. In Section 2, a thought analysis on the 

self-organization theories ( or the energy-relaxation theories ) is presented to find 

other possible theories that lead to the same relaxed state. The first group of the 

self-organization theories connected to the theory by Taylor [1,2] is shown in the 
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subsection 2.1. The second group connected lo the theory by Kondoh [33,3G,:I7] is 

presented in the subsection 2.2, and the third group connected to the theory by T. 

Kalo and T. Furusawa [29] is in the sebsection 2.3. The comparison among the 

obtained groups of theories and some discussion are presented in Section 3. 

§ 2. Thought Analysis on Self - Organization Theory 

We try to analyze here the logical and the mathematical structures of the sell-

organization theory ( or the energy-relaxation theory ) in order to find groups of 

tlioughts for self-organization theories that leads to the same self-organiz.. . relaxed 

slate. For simplicity, it is assumed here that the plasma internal energy is negligible 

compared to the magnetic energy, as is indeed the case in most experiments. In other 

word, we are dealing with a self-organization theory due to the magnetic energy-

relaxation. The set of the physical quantities to be used in the self-organization 

theory due to the magnetic energy-relaxation is 

{ A , B , j , E, u, wm, V}, (1) 

where A ( i , x ) , B ( ( ,x ) , j ( ( , x ) , E ( i , x ) , u{£,x), u / m ( i , x ) , and q(tf,x) are the vector 

potential, the magnc''.c field, the current density, the electric field, the fluid velocity 

of plasma, the magnetic energy density, and the resistivity, respectively, and t and x 

denote the time and the spatial coordinates, respectively. The resistivity ./ is assumed 

to be constant and spatially uniform, for simplicity for a while. The relations among 

the physical quantities to be used arc the followings: 

B = V x A . (_>) 

fi0j = V x B . ( • '») 

日 .1刷、C'tion2.1. The second gro叩 connectedlo thc theory by l":ondoh [:n，3G，:n] i:-; 

l汀円f'nlcdin the subscdion 2.2， a.nd the third group connected to the theory by T r 、
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~ 2. Thought Analysis on Self -Organization Theory 

We try to analyze here the logical and the mathematical 5tructure5 01 the 5ell 

organization theory ( or Ihe energy-relaxalion Ih田 ry) in order 10 find groups 01 

thoughts for self-organization theories thal leads to the same self-organiz~ 日laxcJ

sl乱le.For日mplicity，it is assumed here that the plasma internal energy is ncgligible 

comp町 ed10 the magnetic energy，担 isindeed the case in most experiments. In other 

word， we are dealing with a self-organi阻止】ontheory due to the magnetic energy-

rclaxation. The set of the physical quantities to be us巴din the self-organization 

theory due to the magnetic energy~relaxation lS 

{ A， B， j， E， u，甜m，η}， )
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of plasma， the magnetic energy density， and the reslstivity， respectively， and t and x 

denote the time and the spatial coordlnates， respectively. The resistivity '1 is assumcd 

to Le constant and spatially uniform， for simplicity for a while. The reJations alllong 

thf' physical quantities to be used arc the followings 
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dB 
V x E = - - . (4) 

T)j = E + u x B Ohm's law . (5) 

"- = £• ( 6 ) 

Integrating w^ over the volume of the system, we obtain the total magnetic 

energy. W,„, as the global quantities, as follows: 

d u . (7) 

The total helicity, A', is defined by 

Using eqs.(2) and (3) ( Maxwell's equations ), the vector formula of V • (a x h) = 

b - V x a - a - V x b , Ohm's law of cq.(5), and the Gauss theorem, wc obtain the time 

derivatives of VVT„ and A' as follows, 

^ ~ = - f{ V J ' J + U x B) • u }<iv ~ j( E x H ) • ds, (9) 

— - = f ni-Bdv i(E x A + <f>B) • ds. 
df n0 J 2/i 0 / 

(10) 

where j denotes the surface integral over the boundary, and <j> is the scalar potential. 

In Ref.[38], H, Ito developed a theory of helicities in MHD by using the termi

nologies of "auiohelicity" and "crossheltcity" for A' and Wm. The quantities of l-V",,, 

and A are in other words, however, the "global autocorrelation" and the v global 

cn^sror relation", respectively, with respect to B and A [25]. The first term of the 

right-hand side of eq.(!)) is the dissipation term of the magnetic energy and also, in 

other words, the dissipalion term of the global autocorrelation with respect to B. 

。B
V'xE 

dt 
(4) 

ηtj = E + 11 X B Ohm's law (5) 

B' 
w_ 

山 2μ。
(6) 

Integrating UJm over the volurne of the system， we obtain the total magnctic 

円INgy、W，町田 theglobal quantitic町国 [ollows

_ 0' 
W_ ニ-dv 

川 J2μ。
(7) 

Tlw total hdicity， 1，、isdcfined by 

rA-B 
1¥ ， --ov 

2μ。
(8) 

l1sill日刊15.(2)出 ld(3) ( Maxwell's equations )， the veclor [.υrmula of V' . (a x h) = 

b でxa -a. V' x h， Ohm's law of eq.(5)， and the Gauss theorem句 WCohtaln tll{， till1c 

de口日tiVC:-iof ~rTn a11li /1-四 follows，

争=ー ({ηj.j+(jx B)'1I}dト f(E x H ).ds， (9) 

dl， I r _ 
dt 一-;;-'JηjBdu-zzF(EXUOB)tis. )
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In Hef.[38J， 11. Ito developed孔 theoryof heliciLies in MH D by using the t.NlIli 
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Cr<l州 rorrelation¥T('sp('c1.ivcly.with respcct Lo B and A [2.1]. Thc first term of LIlt' 

fI民ht-halld州 f('(Jf叶(リ)is thc di附 pat.iolltern】ofthc magnctir en<'r ~J and礼l刷、川

りthCT¥¥'ords. tlH、dI:-;:-:Ipalionl('Tm of the globaJ auto("orn.laIIolI with r附 p何 tto B 



In the same way, the first term of the right-hand side of eq.(10) is the dissipation 

term of the total hefjeily and also, in other words, the dissipation term of the global 

crosscor relation with respect to B and A. 

2.1 First Group of Self — Organization Theory 

The logical structure of Taylor's theory on the energy-relaxation of the MUD 

plasma consists of the following main set of three thoughts, { [A-1], [A-2], [A-3] } 

[1,2]: Hero, the boundary is assumed to be ideally conducting wall, for simplicity. 

[A-1] When the resistivity n of plasma is negligibly small or zero, then d W m / d ( 

-- 0 and t\K/dt — 0, as is seen from eqs.(9) and (10), and therefore both the total 

mangetic energy W„, and the total helicity A" are the global invariants for motions of 

plasmas in the system of the ideal MUD plasma. 

[A-2] When we introduce very small but finite resistivity into the plasma, then 

magnetic energy dissipation and rcconnection of magnetic field lines would take place, 

and therefore W,„ is no longer the global invariant. It is, however, considered that the 

total helicity h' would be conserved during the field rcconnection. ( This is known as 

"Taylor's conjecture" on the total lielicity for plasmas with small but finite resistivity.) 

[A-3] The Mill) plasmas with the small but finite resistivity would relax to the 

state with the minimum value of Wm under this global invariant of A", which is 

expressed bv the following form; 

the minimum W„, state with I\ = KB , ( H ) 

when* I\i, U llir value of l\ measured al the time just "before the relaxation phase". 

The set of ihree thoughts, { [A-l], [A-2], [A-!l] } is understood usually as a theory by 

"the energy principle" u r "the variational principle". Since A' is assumed to be I lie 

global invariant during the relaxation phase, the value of \ measured "at the time 
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111 t Iw同 meway， thc first term 01 thc right-hand side 01 cq.( 10) is thc dissipalion 

!('rm of the total 1J('}jcity and aJso， in other words， the di悶 pationterm of thc global 

ITO例。rrdat.ionwith r('spect to B and A 

1，1 F，1'!，t. G7'OUP of Sclf -Orgf1nization Theory 
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IllillJgP! ic f'lJergy ¥Vm孔ndt l J(~ tolal he1icit.y /¥. are the global invariants for motions of 
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l 町 lor'~ ItJllj刊 1mド‘り11I he tot.al hclicity for pla..<;m出 withsrnall but finite rcsi:5tivity.) 

[A-:I] The ~III J) 1'1制 E同 wit.hthe smal1 1Inl finite resistivity would川副 tothc 

:-;tit!(' with lhl! minilllulIl valuc of Wrn undcr this global invariant oC A'， which is 
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i»f the relaxed slate", A'/j, just, "after the relaxation phase" is assumed to IK- K,,-. 

i.e. t\ j{ = Kg. Here, the word "relaxation phase" means that in this plia.se .MUII.' 

nonlinear processes take place to change the internal soatial structure so drastically 

that the value of Wm decreases very rapidly. This relaxation phase is assumed to lead 

the system finaly to the relaxed state with a peculiar internal structure that yields 

the minimum value of Wm. The value of Wm lakes the minimum value under the 

condition of K = Kg at the time t = tg when the relaxed state is realized. 

Using the variational technique with respect to the spatial variable x, the math

ematical expression for cq.(l 1) of the thought [A-3] is written in the following forms, 

6F = 0, (12) 

62F > 0, (13) 

where F is the functional defined by F = Wm - A A'-, SF and 62F are the first and 

second variations of F\ and A is the Lagrange multiplier. It should be emphasized 

here that the variations of A(£, x}, B( / , x ) and j(£,x) are taken only wiih respect to 

the spatial vairables x and the time is fixed at i — tg, like as SA(x), -5B(x) and tij(x), 

in the following calculations of the variational technique. 

Substituting Wm and K in eqs.(7) and (8) into cqs.(12) and (13), and using 

eq.(2), V - ( a x b ) = b - V x a — a - V x b , and the Gauss theorem again, we obtain 

the fallowings, 

5F = — [ 8A(V x B - AB)du = 0 , (14) 

S2F = — 15A • (V x SB - \5B)<\v > 0, (JM 
Ha J 

where the boundary condition of SA x ds = 0 for the ideally conducting wall is used 

and no singular surface of rtB in the volume of the system is assumed [17,1.S]. We 
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υf tll(' r<'¥;¥xNi叫 ;¥1<，"， u'l/， juは "aft('[t.hc rd孔xationpha."<，"回出点IIlllcdt.o I、l、"

i.('. h'u = λ/1. Herc， thc wor<i '!r<.!laxation pha:点e)l mean長 thatin thi~ pha .. ..;υ!'>OllJ句

nonlinear processes take place to change the internal soatia1 st ruct.urc削 dra川 i("II¥

that Ihc VaJlIC of W ~ decrcasc只 veryrapidly. This relaxation phasc Is回目lII1cdI.oll'出l

thc system自nalyto the relaxed state with a peculiar Internal叶ructurethat yield:， 

111(' minimum valuc of W:m. Thc valuc of Wm takes thc minimul11 valuc under till' 

condition of I{ = ft's at thc time t = tR when thc rclaxed statc is realized 

lJsing thc variat.iona1 techniqllc w;th rcspect to t.llC spalial variahlc x， t.he III叫 h

cm山 calexpression for cq.( 11) of the tho!lght [A-3] is written in the followi時 forrn:-;

dF = 0， ( J2) 

o'F > 0， (J:l) 

where F isもhcfundional dcfined by F = ¥V:町一 λJ，¥oFand lS2F are the自『只tand 

町 condvariations of F; and λ15 the Lagrange multiplier. It should he 叩 lpha...;ized

herc Ihal Ihe variations of A{t， x)， B{t， x) and j{t， x)孔retakcn onl)' with 刊誌p町 1.υ

the spatial vairables x and the time is fixed at t = tR， like出 bA{x)，oB(x) and .¥j(x)可

in the folJowing calculat.ions of the ¥'aria.tional tcchniqllc 

Suhst.it.uting Wm and 1¥' in e司s.{i)and (8) into cqs.(l2) and (13)可叩dusing 

eq.(2)， ¥1 . (a x b) = b. ¥1 x a -a. ¥1 x b， and the G副JSstheorcm again， we ohtain 

Ihe followings， 

oF =工'oA.(VxB-.¥B)dv= 0， (J.1) 
μ。J

o'F =土IbA. ('¥7 x 6B -.¥6B)dv > 0， (J:;) 
μ。J

whcre thぞ boundarycondilion of .¥A x ds = 0 fur Ihe ideaJly condllr.t.ing wall is IIscd 

and 
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llii'ii obtain the so-called Taylor state from cq.(M) as thn Euler-Laj;raiige equation 

for arbitrary variations of &A as follows, 

V x B = A B . (16) 

Using the associated eigenvalue problem for the critical perturbation (SB that makes 

irFT in eq.{15) become zero, we can obtain the mode transition condition of the 

relaxed state, for example from the cylindrical mode to the mixed helical one in the 

cylindrical plasma [1,2,18,20,37]. 

On the other hand, the three-dimensional MHD simulations shows clearly that, 

while there exists some magnetic energy relaxation process which keeps the total 

lielicity nearly constant, fairly high dissipation of the total helicity, up to about 

20 percent in one example of Fig.3 in ref.[24], accompanies the magnetic energy 

relaxation process which still leads to the force-free field of V x B = AB. We notice 

clearly from the results of the three-dimensional simulation shown in Fig.3 in ref.[24] 

that there exists actually the magnetic energy relaxation process where the total 

helicity is no longer the time invariant and the system still relaxes to the force-free 

field of V x B = AB. In other words, the results of the three-dimensional MHD 

simulation mentioned above make it clear thai the conjecture of the total helicity 

invariant is not the essential physical condition necessary for the realization of the 

relaxed state V x B = AB in the energy relaxation processes. Taking account of 

this important fact, we have to reconstruct the thoughts, { [A-1], [A-2], [A-3] }, of 

the relaxation theory by Taylor. When we investigate eqs.(9) and (10) more closely, 

we notice that the two equations of (9) and (10) indicate only that the dissipation 

rate of Wm is always greater than that of A' which depends strongly on relative 

direction between B and j . This fact means that the system of interest will tend to 

relax until the lime when the magnetic energy \Vm becomes the minimum for the 

11 
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fL)r arbit.rilry va口孔t.ioll~ of aA íl~ follows， 

VxB 入B (16) 

l!~ing tll P描誌ociatcdcigcIlvaluc probl田 nfor thc critical pcr1.urbation oB that llIakcs 

b2J.ヤineq.(15) hecome zero， wc can obtain the modc transition condi1.ion of the 

f('laxed :ootatc， for example from the cylindrical mode to thc mixed helical one in the 

cyJindricaJ pJ制 ma[1，2，18，20，3可

011 thc ot.hcr hand， the thrce~dimcnsional MHD simulations shows c1early th叫，

while thcrc exis1.s somc magnelic energy relaxation process which keeps the total 

hclicity nearly constant， fairly high dissipation of the lolal helicity， up 1.0 about 

20 pcrcenl in onc examplc of Fig，3 in ref.[24]，配compam田 themagnetic ellergy 

relaxation process which stillleads to the force-~ree 恥ld ofV x B =λB. We notice 

c1early from the results of the three-dimensional simulation shown in Fig.3 in ref.[24] 

that. thcre exists actually the magnetic energy relaxation process where the total 

hdicity is no longer th巴 U訂正einvariant and the system still relaxes to the force-free 

fieJd ofマxB=λB. In other words， the resuJts of the threc-dimensional MHD 

日mulationmentioned above make it c1ear that the conjedure of the total helicity 

invariant is not the essential physical condition necessary for the realizatlon of the 

rela.xcd state V x B =λB in the energy relaxation pro四回目 Taking account of 

this important fact， we 1凹 elo reconstrucl the thoughts， { [A-I]， [A-2]， [A-3] }， of 

the rcJaxalion theory by Taylor， When we investigate eqs，(9) and (10)四 oreclosely， 

¥¥'(' noti凹 th叫 thctwo equations of (9) and (10) indicate only that the dis町山011

rat.e of H/.m is a1w町!気 greatcrthan that of 1，' which dcpcnd只 stronglyon relativc 

di rcction betw('('n B and j. This fa.ct means that the system of int<.>r田twiU tend to 

rplax unlil lhl' limr when the magnf'tic energy a'rn hecolllcs the minimum f，υr the 
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instantaneously containing value of the total helicity A* at each time, even if the total 

helirity dissipates finitely during the relaxation process. In other words, the system 

will relax to the state with the minimum value of { Wm normalized by instantaneous A' 

}. as is demonstrated by the curve of the energy-to-helicity ratio in Fig.3 of ref.[24]. 

We therefore come to the following thought [B] to find the relaxed stale with the 

minimum value of Wm, which is available for both cases with and without the total 

helicity conservation during the magnetic energy relaxation processes: 

[B] The relaxation phase continues itself until and terminates itself at the time 

when the field distributions of A(t,x), B ( i , x ) and j(*,x) have reached the peculiar 

spatial structures such that yield the minimum value of Wm for the instantaneous 

amount of the containing total helicity A' at that instant. The relaxed slate of the 

MUD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation phase is the state whose internal struc

tures contain the helicity K = KR and the minimum value of Wm, that is expressed 

by the following form; 

the minimum Wm state with A' = A'/j , (17) 

where An is the value of K measured "at the time of the relaxed state" just after 

the relaxation phase. Here, "A" = KR" is the necessary condition which must be 

satisfied by f he internal structure of the relaxed stale because of the measured value, 

ninl becomes "the g'-bal constraint" for "finding out the objective internal structure 

of lhe relaxed state from the set of various distributions". The mathematical exprcs-

i-iuiis nf c(|.(17) in the thought [B] by the variational technique are eqs.(12) and (]•'!) 

themselves, and they lead us to the. same processes from eq.{ M) to eq.(lfi) and also to 

the same condition for the mode transition point of the relaxed stale. 11 is clear that. 

A' need not be the invariant for time in cq.(17) in the thought [B]. This is because, 

a.-, mentioned al ove, that the two eqs.(D) and (10) do indicate only that the resistive 
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În~ t. an1aneously containing value of the to1al helici1y /<イ atcflch time， evcn if the total 

hcliri1y dissipa1es fini1ely during the relaxation process. In other words， 1he 可Is1em

will re!a.'i: to 1he sla1e with the minimum value of { Wm normalized by instanlaneous A' 

}田 isdemonstrated by the curve of the energy-to-helicity ratio in Fig.3 of ref.[24] 

We thereforc (Qmc to the fol¥owing thought [B] to日同 the relaxed state with the 

minimum valuc of 11lm， which is ava.ilable for both cases with and wi1hou1 the total 

helicity conservation during the magnetic energy relaxation processes 

[BJ Thp. rp.laxation phase continl1es itself until and terminales山c1fat the time 

whcn thc恥 Iddistributions of A(t， x)， 8(t， x) and j(t、x)have read】cdthe peculiar 

討patialst ructur('s such that yield the minimum valuc of W丸 forthc ills1antaneous 

amount ()f thc containing total helicity A' at tha1 insLanl. Thc rcla..xcd stalc of thc 

MIID plasmλ 孔fterthe nonline町 relaxationpha...<:;c is thc slatc whose internal struc-

tllr円c.ontainthe hclicily f{ = f{R and the minirnum valuc of Wm， th叫 ISexpre出 cd

by tlw following form; 

the minimum Wm stαte with /，' = "、 11， (17) 
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dissipatitin rate of Wm is greater than that of A" and both of them are equivalent at 

the relaxed state of V x B = AB . We should notice here that the theory by the 

thought [B] is no longer "the energy principle" or "the variational principle" based on 

"the invariant" for time, and it still leads to the same relaxed stale of V x B = AB . 

Essential difference of the relaxation theory by the thought [B] from Taylor's theory 

by the thoughs { [A-1], [A-2], [A-3] } is that the relaxation process in the thought 

[B] is recognized clearly to have no concern with tlie total helicity conservation which 

Taylor's theory bases on. Even if the relaxation phase of interest contains a finite 

dissipation of A' itself, like as KR < h'jj, as is indeed the case in moj>t of all exper

iments and also in the three-dimensional MUD simulations like as shown in Fig.3 of 

Uef.[lM] and therefore A' is no longer the invariant even in the approximate meaning, 

the iniernal structure derived by the thought [B] yields the correct relaxed profile of 

V x B = AB for the relaxed state which has the value of NR. 

Using the so-called reciprocity of the variational calculus, we obtain the following 

though) which is equivalent to eq.(17) of the thought [B], 

[('] The relaxed slate of the MUD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation phase is 

ihe stale whose internal structures contain the magnetic energy Wm = WR and the 

maximum value of A', that is expressed by the following form; 

the maximum K state with W,„ = WR , (18) 

where W'n is ihe value of 1V,„ measured at the time of the relaxed state just after the 

relaxation phase, and W,„ is, of course, not an invariant for time. The mathematical 

expression for f'q.(IS) by the variational l.erlmiqiie is written in the following forms. 

which an- equivalent lo eqs.(12) and (U) . 

iF = 0. (19) 

l'f 
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th(' relaXC'd叫 a1.eof V x BλB， We should notice here that the theory by the 
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"t.he invariantll for lime、andit stillleads to the same relaxed state of 'V x Bλ B  

E"Plllial diffcrcncc of the relaJ<ation theory by the thought [BJ from Taylor's theory 

h)' lhp I.houghs { [A-l]， [A斗， [A-3J } is that the relaxalion process in the thought 

[HJ 日 r('('ognizr.d clcarly to have no concern with the t.刷o叫I.a叫1hel刊叫elic旧C口I町t

r"官而川t、けl‘ο>r':-;毛 thcory b旧司回s肘p何ご訴ミ O叫11. Even if thc r町claxationph嗣巴 of i叩nl臼e肝『陀e酎N叫tcontruns a 自1111恒e 

tii臼』封州州N吋1I泊川1.i川gο川〉刈山11】 of A 、il.sdf.守 lik恥《世e晶 ]，イ山R < /¥'JJか'J.耐 IS 川 deedtJH' 日目 in mo!)t of all exper・

11IH'l1ts川 .daJ:.;o in thc threc-dimcnsional MflD ::;imlllatIons Iike i¥S shown in Fi巴30f

H<'f.[1吋andt hNefor(' 1¥' i~ no longcr th(' invarianl引，'pnIn thc approximate mcaning 

tht、InlNII孔1slrnc1.urc dcri，吋 bythe thollght [日]yields the corrpct rel a.~ed profile of 

τx  B ，¥B for lhe rclaxed state which has 1he value of A' R 

t.:sinf!. t1l(' S(トcrt.lledreciproc.ity of thc variational仁alculus，we ohtain the following 

11川 Ighlwhirh is eqllivalenl to cq.(17) of the thollght [BJ， 

[<']T1仲 relaxed5lat. of Ihe MIID pl田 maaft.cr the nonlincar rclaxatjon phase is 

tll('叶ぬい、¥4，:ho公(' Intcrnal st.ructur<，只 containthe magnetic ener且y~Vm = WR and the 

IlJilxilllll111 valuf' of 紅、 thatis exprcssed by th(' follow】ngform; 

the maxinwm ]{ .5falc with lVIll WR， (18) 

wlll'fI' ¥1'u i:-; Ilw vallle of H'm mea.'Ourcd at the tilllc ofth<， relaxcd slate just after the 

円、laxatIolIphil${，.旧1OH:1Il IS， of cour~p.、 not an in、'ariantfor tinw. Th(' mathem司t.ical

('X(巾，:.:-;jO[f for r'q.( I♂) "r 11町、'ilriiitioualI.f'chn;qu(';s ¥¥'rittf'll iu thf' f()H川 町IIgfOfU抗

whidl川ドい川《叶叩lド11川l
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67F < 0, (20) 

where /•' is now the functional defined by F = I\ - (l /A)lV r a ; f>F and ft2 F are the 

iirsl and second variations of F\ and 1/A is the positive Lagrange multiplier. The 

mathematical expressions of eq.(18) in the thought [C] lead us to the same processes 

from eq.(14) to eq.(16) and also to the same condition for the mode transition point 

of the relaxed state. 

Since we have used reversible mathematical processes from eq.( l l ) to eq.(lfi), 

we can follow back from eq.(I6) to eq.( l l ) in the theory by the thought [B]. Using 

this property of the logical and the mathematical structures used for obtaining the 

relaxed stale of eq.(16), and reconstructing eqs.(14) and (15) themselves, we may find 

a group of thoughts for relaxation theories which lead to the same relaxed state of 

eq.( 16) and the same mode transition condition of the relaxed state in the following 

way: Changing the variation of 8A. in eqs.(14) and (15) to a variation of a more general 

quantity q, as <5q, we may have the following expressions for the group of relaxation 

theories that lead to eq.(16) as the Euler- Lag range equation from the volume integral 

term for arbitrary variations of 5q and also lead to the mode transition condition of 

the relaxed state, 

SF[6q] = — fSq(V x B - AB)dt/ = 0 , (21) 

82F[6q] = — / f i q - ( V x 6B - \6B)dv > 0 . (22) 

At first, we adopt 5B for Sq in eqs.(21) and (22), and then we obtain the follow

ing*, 

SF[6B] = — / " 6 B - ( V x B - A B ) d v = 0 . (23) 
Mo ' 

,S-'F[,5B] = — (SB • (V x SB - \SB)di: > 0 . (-J-1) 

o'Fく 0， (2日)

whい】M川tド川叩、'rI'F、阿 n山o¥¥'1.叶h】"、fu叩ncti(附o叩，ηnaldet品inedby F = ι 一(υ1げ/入)¥日l"m; ，¥川Far叩nd】d 再ρ2par刊~ tlw (' 

i仙l汀rド叫tand s町e引町〈仁叩川:χ刀o川)ndva町叩nat川

日III花叫tけh伊P円III旧1旧aticale凹xpre凹ssionsof eq.(18) in the thought [CJ lead us lo the same processes 

from eq.(14) 1.0 cq.(16) and also to the same condition for thc mode transILIon point 

。fthe rclaxed slaLc 

日nccwe havc used reversible mathematical procc品目 frol1leq.(ll) to eq.( 16). 

W(' can f"llow back from eq.(16) to eq.(II) in the theory by lhe lhought [B]. U日ng

thi:; propcrty of the logical and the mathematical sLructures used for obtaining thc 

relaxed sl.ate of eq.(16)， and reconstructing eqs.(14) and (15) themselves， we may find 

孔 groupof though臼 forrc)a.xation theories which lead to the sam(' rcla.xcd stale of 

叶 (16)and the same mode transition condition or the relaxed state in the following 

W町 Changingthe variation of 8A in eqs.(14) and (15) Loa variation ofa more gcneral 

quantlty q，副 oq，we may have the foHowing expressIons for the group of relaxation 

lh'_'ori肘 ll!atlead to eq.( 16)出 theEuler-La昌rangeequation from the volume integral 

Lcrm for arbitrary variations of oq and also lead to the mode tr叩 sitionconditi叩 of

thc relaxcd statc， 

川 oq]= ~ { 6q . (¥7 x B -λB)dv = 0， (21) 
ド 0 ・，

o
2F[叫=土f6q. (¥7 x 6B -.¥6B)dv > 0ρ  

At first， we adopl oB for bq in eqs.(2幻1)and (σ22勾)， and then we obt副nthe follow-

lllp，!'， 

川 oB]= ~ { 6B • (¥7 x B 入B)dv= o. 幻)
~O -

川 6Bl=U6Bm6B-MB)dt 〉 O ロ

H 



Using eq.(:i). V • (a x b) — h • V x a — n • V x h. ami I ho Ciauss thrnrrin, wc obtain 

the following* from eq.(23), 

6F[SB] = f{ i ( 5 j • B + j • <5B ) - — <5B • B}dn 

+ — / ( B x * B ) - d s = 0 . (25) 

We see from comparison between the volume integral term of eq.(25) and eqs.(10) 

and (7) thai F in eq.(25) is the fuctional defined by F = - fi0{dh'/dt)/2t) - \Wm 

for the case of the ideal conducting wall. Since the first term of dh'/dt in eq.( 10) is 

the dissipation rate of the total helicity A' by the resistivity 77 and has the negative 

value, we therefore come to the following another thought [D] for the relaxed stale 

that leads to eq.(16): 

[D] The relaxed state of the MHD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation phase is 

the state whose internal structure yields the minimum dissipation rate of K with W,„ 

= WJI, which is expressed by 

the maximum —r- state with Wm = WR , (26) 

dt 

where the functional F is defined by F = - dA'/df - aW„,, and X in eq.(16) is given as 

X = 2r\ajix0 with use of another Lagrange multiplier a to lead to eq.(23). Here, Wm 

is, of course, not the invariant for time. The mathematical expressions of eq.(26) in 

the thought [D] lead us to eqs.(23) and (24), and therefore w tz obtain eq.( 16) and also 

the same condition for the mode transition point of the relaxed state. The reciprocity 

of the variational calculus gives us the following thought [E] equivalent to the thought 

[Dj given by eq.(26): 

[E] The relaxed state of the MHD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation phase is 

the state whose internal structures contain the minimum value of Wm with dh'/dt = 

d ( An, which is expressed by 
15 

li:-:i時刊，.(:1)τ(ax b) = h マxa -~l ヤ x h. and t hο(;川出 tlworい肌

tll<' follo¥¥'日明お fromeq.(2:1)， 

oF[oB] =片付:j.B + j. oB)ーシB.B}d

+ 土Uj(伺Bx川叫崎』吊明B町).d也5 ρ 

'Wc sce froIll comp町 isonbclween lhe volume int.egral lcrm of eq.(2S) and eq.s.(1日)

and (i) that F in eq.(25)時 thefuctional defined by F = -I川dJ.イjdt)j21)-.¥W，" 

for the c出 Pof lhe ideal conducting wall. Sincc the fi円 ttcrm of dJ，jdt in eq.( 10) i， 

th<‘品目ipation rate of the total helicity 1，イbyt.h(' rl'sistivilyηand ha..;; the Ilrg山、v

川町可 wcthereforc come to the following anolher thoughl [D] for lhe rela.xed山 te

that leads to eq.( 16) 

[D] The relax:ed stale of the MHD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation pha!ic I::i 

the stale whose internal structl1re yiclds t.he minimum dissipation rate of K with l-t'"， 

= WR， which i5 expressed by 

dJlピ
the m叫 tmu.m一一 stαf.ewit.h Wm WR， (26) 

dt 

where the functional F is defined by F = -dJ¥jdt αWm， and入me叫 16)is givcn as 

入=2ηα/μ。withn5e of another Lagrange multiplierαto lead to eq.(23). Here， W"， 

目、 ofCQurse， not the invariant for time. The mathematical expre田 ion5of eq.(26) in 

the thought [D]lead n5 to eqs.(23) and (24)， and therefore ¥¥" obtain eq.( 16) and al50 

the same condition for the mode lransition point ofthe relaxed state. The reciprocity 

uf the variational calcu)us g附 5us the following thought [E] equivalent to the tI川昭ht

[D] given byeq.(26): 

[E:] The relaxed state of the MIlD pμ1.拙制s日ma

tht' state whose internaJ structures contais the minimum vaJue of W.ηwith dl>jdt = 

dt A" R， ¥V hich is exprcssed by 



the minimum Wm state with —— = dth'R , (27) 

at 

where d(A'/f is the value of dl\'/dt measured at the time of the relaxed state just 

after the relaxation phase, and dK/dt is, of course, not the invariant for time. The 

mathematical expressions of eq.(27) in the thought [E] lead us to eqs.(23) and (24), 

and therefore we obtain eq.(16) and also the same condition for the mode transition 

point of the relaxed state. 

Next, we adopt 2(j.0rj8j for 5q in eqs.(21) and (22), and we obtain the followings 

in this case, 

SF[6}] = IT) J 6} • (V x B - \B)dv - 0 . (28) 

52F[8j] - 2T? fs} - (V x SB - X6B)dv > 0 . (29) 

Using the same procedure used from eq.(23) to cq.(26), and refcring to eqs.(9) and 

(10), we come to the following another thought [F] that leads toeq.(16): 

[I'] The relaxed slate of the MUD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation phase 

is the state whose internal structures yield the minimum value of | dW„,/di | with 

(IK/di = AtKft.. which is expressed by 

the minimum. I — ~ 1 state with —— = dtI\R . (30) 
tit at 

Here, the functional is defined by F = \ d\Vm/dt | + ndh'/dt, and A in eq.(lG) is 

given as A = n/(i(, with use of another Lagrange multiplier a to lead to eq.(28). The 

mathematical expressions of cq.(30) in the thought [F] lead us 1o eqs.(2S) and (2!)). 

and therefore we obtain eq.(Ki) and also the same condition for the mode transition 

point of the relaxed state. It is interesting to note here that the theory by the thought 

[["] i< equivalent to the theory by Montgomery and Phillips [2S]. where they deal with 

K; 

dK 
t/;日 mmu附 mWm state with一一=d，KR' (27) 

dl 

WIWTC' dtl¥'R Is the value of dK/dt measured at the time of the relaxed slate just 

aft.<'T the relaxation pha.se、anddK /dt is， of coursc， not the invariant for time. Thc 

lIlal.hclIlalical expre55ion5 of eq.(27) in the thought [E]lead U5 to eq5.(23) and (24)， 

and lhereforc wc oblain eq.(I6) and aI田 thesame condition for the mode lransition 

p( ，i nt of the rel回 edstate. 

N<，xt. ¥v(， adopt 2μ。ηojfor oq in cqs.(21) and (22)， and wc oblain lhc followings 

川 thi~ ca.<;e， 

げ [oj]= 2ηj司(で xB一入B)<llI= 0 ロ

問勾]= 2η/ω(V' x OB 四 )dv> O. 鈎)

Il:-;ing Uw同 mcprocedurc uscd from cq.(23) 10 0'1.(26)τand r巴fcringtoεq5.(9)叩 d

(111)町 wccomc 10 thc following anolhcr lhought [F] thalleads to oq.(16) 

[ド]Thc rclaxcd 5tale of thc MII [) plaslIla afl目 thenonlinear rel山山onphas{' 

M 山、叫a.tewh冊 einternal 山 川町凹 yicldt.hr minimulll value of I dW"Jdt I with 

dl¥/山=d，/， R. which is expres5cd by 

dW・ dI¥
the minimmn I ー~I $1日t.cwith一一 =d，l¥R・ (:)0) <11 ....•. dl 

1If'f(‘， lhc funrlional is dcfincd by F = I dWm/dt I +αdl，ピ/dl，and λin cq.(16) is 

gl¥'PT!出入=内/1'υwilh11冊。fi¥T1other tagrangf' l1lult.iplier山 tol('ad to叶 (2R).Thc 

11川

and t1lf'f"for(' ¥¥'(' ohtain rq.(Hi) and泊l同 th('~a lJ1c condition for thc modc tr訓 示111011

l 】"叫川n川，1υ f 11"， rcl 司x引"刊2刊叶d訴叫talο Ili メ i川n川11c目re区叶lil山11巨10】n刊10バ1('hr円r('lhal t.h(' ‘ th('ory b庁¥'the th ω叫11且hl 

IF] i、ο刊叶叩【q叩lド11川11、¥i叶川 InIhド 1什l川 ryhy ~I川1I伊川町rr allcl 1川lIil"[2R]‘wl陀作 tlH')'d同 Iwilh 

H， 



the stale with the minimum dissipation rates under the constraint of the constant 

time-averaged rate of supply of helicity. The reciprocity of the variational calculus 

gives us the following thought [G] equivalent to the thought [F] given by eq.(.lO): 

[G] The relaxed state of the MHD plasma is the state whose internal structures 

yield the maximum value of | dh'/dt \ with | dWm/dt | = dtWmn, which is expressed 

by 

the maximum —— state with | m | = j dtWmn \ , (31) 

where | <l(H/,n/( | is the value of | dW^/dt | measured at the time of the relaxed stale 

jusl after the relaxation phase, and | dWm/dt | is, of course, not the invariant for 

time. The mathematical expressions of cq.(31) in the thought [G] lead us to eqs.(28) 

and (29), and therefore we obtain eq.(lfi) and also the same condition for the mode 

transition point of the relaxed state. 

We have obtained a group of thoughts, { from [B] to [G] }, that lead to the 

same relaxed slate of eq.(lfi) and the mode transition condition of the relaxed state, 

starting from Taylor's theory. The group of thoughts, { from [B] to [G] }, has no 

i iincerii with the conjecture of the total helicity conservation in their physical picture 

for the relaxation process. The three thoughts of [B], [E] and [F] may be acceptable as 

I he theories that ran be derived from the relation between eq.(9) and cq.(10) in order 

ti> find the internal spatial structure of the self-organized relaxed state. The thought 

of [F] is equivalent to the thought used in the theory by Montgomery and Phillips 

I'JSj dc;i]iiig with ihe slate with the niinirnuni di.ssipalion rate under the constraint 

iif tin' am.stant lime-averaged rate of supply of helicity. The common physical law** 

u-i'd fur the derivation of eq.(lG) from the group of thoughts { from [A-J] tu [(!] } niv 

eq>.(2) and (:j). i. e. { B -- V x A. /< j - V x B }. It is interesting to note hen- that 

the two physical laws of eqs.(l) and (.1), i. e. { V x E = -OBf<)t, t;j - E + n x B ] . 
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th('ぉtat('with the minimum dissip叫ionratcs undcr thc constraint of thc constallt 

tilllP-avNaged ratf' of supply of helicity. The re口procityof the variational cakulus 

百円相 usthe {ollowing thought [G]珂 uiva/ent10 the thought [F] gi刊 nby珂 (.10)

[G] The relaxed state of the MHD plasma is the state whose叩 ternalstructurcs 

yicld Ihe maximum value of I dJ¥/dt I with I dWm/dt I = d，WmR， which 回目prf'ssed

dK . dW， 
tfte maximum stat.e with I "~，m 1= I d，WmR 1， (31) 

dt ' dt 

wllf'rf' I dtWmJl I is the value of I d砂い/cltI meo叩 r('dat. the tim(' of the relaxed :-;tale 

jll" aflN Ihe relaxation pha.'e， and I dlVm/dt I is， o{仁ourse，not the invariant for 

tillw. The lIIathe山

alld (ゴリJ，and thNefore we obtain eq.(Hi) and ol!'o thc samc condition for the mode 

tran討，1，川1poillt of the relaxcd state 

¥V，ヨ ha.¥'p.obtaim>d a group of tl剛 gl山、{(ror 

SillllP H'I礼X(叶 st.a.tf'of cq.(16) and thc mode transitioll condition of thc rclaxcd statc， 

山 rt川民 f川 n'1町 lor'gtheory. The gro叩 ofthoughts， { from [B] to [G] )， has 11υ 

(111¥1川 IIwith th('口mjccturcof the tot.al hdicity 口 川SCT¥'a.t.iunin their physica1 pidurc 

for tIH' TC，jaxation pro四日 Thethree thoughts o( [B]， [E] and [F] m孔.ybe acceptable 部

t IlI' llH'orie長 th品目nhe derived from Ihe re1alion hetwecn eq.(9) and eq.(lO) in order 

ぃ filldthe intNna1 spat.ial struct.llrc of the self.organi1.cd relaxeci state. The thought 

..f [F] i， 叶uival('nlto the thou且htl1sed in t.hc theory hy Montgomery and PhillÎp~ー

1:!，"iJ dl'"lillg with Ihp叶atcwith th(' minirnum dissipalios rate undcr tlJ(~ const.rail1t 

‘，r 111¥' (llll!"otilnt tinu・一品f'Tagpdritte of sl1pply of }j{'licit.¥'. '1'h(' COlIlmon ph)'~ical 1川口、

11判、、叫川‘吋州tい什l河d[，トf.lr叫】汀rtlH' d 円
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,tr<- nut used directly for the derivation of eq.( 16) from the group of thoughts { from 

'.i.'2 Srronti Group of Self — Organization Theory 

We now proceed to the theory by Kcndoh [33,36,37] that has quite different logical 

structure from Taylor's theory, and still leads to the same relaxed state of eq.( 16) as 

the low /? plasma limit, without using the concepts "helicity" and "invariant". 

In the thought analysis on ''relaxation due to nonlinear processes with dissipa

tion" [37], we consider a general nonlinear dynamical system with dissipation that 

consists of quantities q(r.,x), and investigate the internal spatial structure of the self-

organized quasi-steady relaxed state by using a kind of thought experiments. Here, / 

is time, x denotes m-dimensional space variables, and q represents a set of physical 

quantities having n elements, some of which are vectors such as B and j , and others 

are scalars such as the mass density, the energy density, the specific entropy and so 

on. Time evolutions of q arc given by definite equations such as the equations of 

mass, momentum, and energy, and the Maxwell equations or the laws ruling q(£,x) 

of the nonlinear dynamical system in general sense. Integrating one clement, w, such 

as the energy density in q over the space volume, we can define a global quantity of 

lV{t). such as the energy of the system, as W(t) = J w(q) dx . We can recognize 

from this definition of W(t) that the values of both W(t) and its time derivative 

dll ' /dr depend essentially on the internal structure [ i.e. the internal distributions of 

q ( / .x ) ] of the dynamical system. The value of dW/dt represents the loss rate or the 

dissipation rate with respect to W of the system. We can also understand that the 

relation between dlV'/d/ and W(l) is determined essentially by the laws ruling q(/ , x) 

of the nonlinear dynamical system with dissipation. 

IS 

.n，'nけ1川河Idir刊tI)'仏rth(' rl..rivation of刊1.(1(;) fr川 11t 111' ~roup of thoup，h1s { f川口

[.-¥IJ '，，[c;j} 

~.'2 ，r";"，'ond GT(lllJl of sdf -Orgal1i:atio71 Theary 

¥Vr now pny('('o to th<， lh<，ory hy 1心，ndoh[31，1札37Jthat h田 quit.edi汀'erenL10即日l

吋 ruclurr fr叩 1Taylor':.;; thcory， ilnd !'1.ill Icad気 tothe same relaxed叫 aleof eq.( 1川出

Ilw low /~ pla!'ima limit.， wit.ho1l1 u則 ng1.h<， cOII<:<"pl録 "helicit.y"and "invarIane' 

111 thr thought analy:.;;is on "relaxation dul' 1.0 nonlinear procpssc~ with di同 IjJi¥'

tion" P7]， wp consider a. g<'nC'ral nOllliIH>ar dynamical sy叫 引nwit.h di問 中at.川ItI川

nlllslぉt.Sof quan1.it.ies q(t、x)，and ir 

川 /!.aniz('dqua....i-steady rela.xed sla1.c hy using a kind of 1.hought experiment.ぉ H('f(ヘ f

is tilllC'， x denotes m-dimensiona.1民pace、..ariables、andq represents a set of physical 

qlle¥ntiti阿 havingn elements， some of which are vectors such as B and j， and others 

arp町aJarssurh描 lhem田~ densily， the cncrgy density， the speci自centropy副 ldso 

DII. Time evolutions of q are given by definite equations such as the equations of 

ma.."'s， momentum， and energy， a.nd the MaxweU cqllations or the laws ruling q(t， x) 

。fthe nonlinear dynamical systcm in general sensc. Integrating one clement， u九such

a.... t.hp energy density in q over the space ¥'olume， we can define a global quantity of 

11'(1)， 5uch iIS the energy of the system，描 W(t) = J町(q)dx. We can recι伊llze

fr叫 11this definition of W(t) that I.he value5 of both W(t) and its time derivative 

dW/dl depend e田肝Itiallyon thc internal stru仁川目 [i.e.the interna1 distributioIls ()f 

'1(1. x) J of lhe dynamical system. The v孔lueof dW /dt represents the 10出 rateor t.hC' 

di州】lat.iollrat.c with resp<'ct 10 lV of tI目録)'st.cm.We can also und~rstand thal t.he 

f(，I"tioll bf'twC'en dll)df and lV(1) is determined cs同 ntiallyby thc law.... rulin日q(l，x)

けftlH' 11川 llinC'ardynami('al sy叫('JT}with dis:'iipation 
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The fact that the nonlinear dynamical system of interest is dissipntivr wilii re 

sp.'it to IV means that the system is an open system with respect lo l\'. If llir 

internal spatial distribution of the system is unstable against keeping or sustaining 

the instantaneous amount of containing quantity of W, drastic change of the internal 

spatial distribution will be induced and develop nonlinearly to release and dissipate 

U' rapidly, through driving elements of the system. This rapid decay phase of IV with 

the nonlinear drastic change of internal spatial structure is recognized and called as 

"the relaxation phase". The relaxation phase will continue itself until and terminate 

itself at the time when the internal spatial distribution has come to have a pecu

liar internal spatial structure such that yields the minimum dissipation rate of IV 

and therefore is hardest to change its own spatial distribution for the instantaneous 

amount of the containing W at that instant. The staie with this peculiar internal 

spatial structure yielding the minimum dissipation rate of W for the instantanious 

amount of W at 'he instant is recognized and called as "the self-organized relaxed 

stale". These thoughts are summarized to the following set of general thoughts, { [I] 

and [II] }, to find internal structures of the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state 

with respect to W in the system, where the thought [I] is on the relaxation phase and 

the thought [II] is on the internal structure of the relaxed state [33,37]: 

[I] In the relaxation phases, some nonlinear processes with dissipation lake place 

to change the internal spatial structure of q ( i , x ) so drastically that the value of 

IV(f) decreases ( or increases ) very rapidly. The relaxation phase continues itself 

until and terminates itself at the time when the internal spatial structure has reached 

the peculiar spatial structure such that yields thf minimum dissipation rate of \V 

and therefore is hardesi to change its own internal spatial distribution for its own 

instantaneous anion m ol the containing quantity W at thai instant. 

[II] The self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state just after each relaxation pha.se 

1!) 

rtl(' fact t.hat t hr nυnlill<‘ar dYllillllical 門川叶II()f inl('f{'sl i:-o dissipilti、¥' wilh [P 

叶1¥'1'1 t り ~V llIean詩 lhatth{' sy只I.emIS an Op<'1I sy日tcmwith fPSPCct 10 H'. lf 11](' 

iutt'rnal宗IJatialoistribution of the systcm is unstable against kぞepmgor引 lstainin比
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itsdf叫 LheLim(~ when Lhc internal spaLia1 distribution ha.."i come to have a )J('('¥ト

liar illt.ern;u spatial structure stlch t.hat yiehls thc minimum dissipation rat.c of U， 

and therefore is hardest to change its OWIl spatial distribution for tlw Illstanl.alH'Olls 

川1I0llntof the cont剖 ningl-Iノ atthat instant. The stale with this pcculiar illternal 

叩 atialstructurc yieJding the minimum dissipation rate of W' for thc instantaniolls 

川 nountof W at 'he instant is recognized and caJled as "the seJf-organizeJ relax目 l

メlale".These Ihollghts are summarizcd 10 Ihe following scl of general Ihoughls， { [1] 

and [11] L to find interna1 strucLlIres of t.he self-organized qu国同胞adyrelaxed叫叫C

with respect to W' in the systemt whcre the thought [1] is on the relax山 onph耐 e川 .d

the thoughl [II] is on the internal structure of the relaxed state [33，37] 

[1]ln Ihc rel日 ationphases， some nonlinear proεesses with dissipation t.ake pl配 C

to change the inlernal spatial slructure of q(t， x) so drastically th叫 thevalup uf 

¥i"(f) decrea.ses ( or incrca.ses ) very rapidly. The relaxation phase continues Itself 

ull1 il and terminat.es itself at the time when the internal spatial structure has rc町 hcd

t h(' peclIliar spatial吋rllcturcslIch that yiclds th( minimum dissipatioll rate ()f ¥.V 

礼IIdt herefor(> i民 hardesl to cha>lge its own internal spatial distribution for ib 1パゼ H
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is the state with the minimum dissipation rate of W, whose peculiar internal spatial 

structure of q((fl,x) has 

the minimum value of | dW/dt j with W = WR , (3'2) 

where tn denotes the time when the self-organized relaxed state has realized after 

the relaxation phase of interest, and WR is the value of W measured at the time 

of tB. Here, "W = WR

n is the necessary condition that must be satisfied by the 

internal strauctures of the relaxed state because of the measured value and becomes 

' 'the global constraint" for "finding out the objective internal spatial structure of the 

relaxed state from the set of various distributions", and W is. of course, not the 

invariant for time. 

Using the variational technique with respect to the spatial variables x for q( ' / t .x ) . 

i.e. using the variations of ^q(x), in order to find out the objective internal spaiial 

structure and the minimum value of Jd»V/d(| at the time of the quasi-steady relaxed 

state, which is given by the two thoughts { [I], [II] } wilh oq.(:i'J), w<: obtain the 

following mathematical expressions [33,37]: 

6F = 0, (33) 

Z2F > 0, CM) 

whc:.: F is the functional defined by F = \<\W/dt\ - a\V\ f*F and ^F are I In- firM 

and second variations of /•'; and n is the Lagrange multiplier. When the boundary 

valine of j - t component of some elements q} in q are given such as by tin- piop.-m 

of tin- given boundary materials and/or measurements at I he relaxed slali'. tli'-n l \w 

boundary condi1i<>n> of the variations , l ,q(x) are written as 

htjjt, = 0 at tlie boundary . ( t".} 

l只 け刊誌talcwith thc minimum oissipa.tion rate of W， whose per:uliar internal spatial 

ドtn川 IIreof q(tR、x)has 

the minimunl叩 lueof 1 dWjdt 1 with W W氏、 (32)

wh.er(> tR denotes the time when the self-organized rela.xed state h田 realizr:daft.er 

the rel出 ationphase or intercsl， and W R is the value of W me耐 urcdat the t.imc 

of fR. HNe， "W = WR" is the 即日開arycondition that mllst oe ~atisfied by t.he 

in1.crn孔1strauctur<，s of t.h<， r<'iaxcd st.at.c because of the mca叩 reo、raluca.nd b刊 υIII円

"tlw global印 nslraint."for "fincling 01lt lhr: objectivc intcT'nぉl叩a.tial叫 ructur<'υfl1w

f<，laxf'd叫ぉL<'from 1.h<， s('t or varioll:-; dislribulions"， and ¥.干 i:-;.of ClJ1If:-;e， IIlJt tll(， 

ill¥"arIanl ror time 

lI::;ing th(' varialion担ItN:hnique with re尽pf'ctto lhe spat日 Ivariablcs x for q( f R. X) 

1.(' 山 ingthc variations or !Jq(x). in ordN to find out I.h(' obje町ct
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We should notice here that the present theory shown above is neither "the energy 

principle" nor "the variational principle" based on some "invariant for time". 

Since the self-organized relaxed state has the peculiar internal spatial structure 

.such that is hardest to change its own spatial distribution, the relaxed stale should 

1»- followed by the self-similar decay phase without significant change of the spatial 

structure. We should bear in mind, however, that the dissipation and being open of 

the system with respect to W will still lead to some gradual deviation from the self-

similar decay. When we observe the time evolution of the system of interest during 

luiii; tune interval, we come to find that the system behaves as if it is repeatedly 

;titraded In and trapped in (he self-organized relaxed state where the system stays 

longest time during one cycle of the time evolution. In this meaning, the internal 

spatial distribution t\(t p,x) of the self-organized relaxed state is "the attractor of the 

dissipative structure" introduced by Prigogine [39,40], The set of general thoughts 

\ [l|. [II] } with eqs.f.Ti) - (35) is useful to find this attractor of the dissipative 

>tru< lure. In order to find the attractor q(r-fl,x), we can use, for examples of the 

ijiiaiitity W. the global autocorrelation W33 or the global crosscorrelation Wjk among 

i lie element:, <{} in the set of quantities q( f ,x) , where W3% ( i = j , k ) is defined as 

\V},[t) ~ J q3{t.x)q,{t,x) dx . It is because that the dissipation rate d\V3Jdt of 

the global correlations W3t has the minimum value at the self-organized relaxed state 

whose internal structure q(//?,x) is hardest to change its own spatial distribution 

against the dissipation process. 

When we use instantaneous value of W at each time t in the relaxation phase 

instead of W'tt in eij.(T2), we can obtain a "calculated spatial distribution" such that 

yields the iiiiEtL11mii dissipation rate of W for the instantaneously containing IV, by 

uj-int* tli"- same variational technique with respect, to the spatial variables x horn 
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«'<].(:{.'!) to r(].(.J")). We denote hero the '"calculated spatial distribution" with the 

minimum dissipation rate as q*(W, x), which is the function of IV". We further define 

a kind of distance, I), of the temporal distribution q(£, x) of the system from q*(W,x) 

;LS l):(i) = J[ q'}(W,x) • q}(t,x) ]2 dx Since the value of W at the time of tR is 

\Vn and q(//f .x) = q"(W\n,x), therefore the distance D at t = ta becomes zero, like 

as D2[tn) — J[ q'(Wn,x) - 9j(/«,x) ] 2 <lx = 0. Since the Eulcr-Lagrange equation 

obtained for q"(lV",x) is the same as that for f\{tji,x) by using the same variational 

calculus of eqs.(33)-(35), we may say as follows: q*{H /,x) is the "attractor" of the 

present system. The system of q(£,x) relaxes toward the attraclor q"(W'', x) during 

the relaxation phase, and the ^elf-organized relaxed state is the state whose interna] 

structure has become to coincide with the attractor q*{VV/f,x) which is hardest to 

change its own spatial structure during the nonlinear dissipation process. 

It is interesting to note the following possibility which can be deduced from the 

thought analysis shown above. If the system of interest has plural different laws ruling 

the elements q(f, x) to be dissipated, and if there exist plural different functional forms 

due to different dissipations in the relations between the dissipation rate d W J t / d / 

and the global correlations W}1, then the system may possibly have plural different 

atl.rar.tors q*( lV J M x) for different global correlations WJt. This kind of system may 

be attracted to those plural different attractors q*(VV J Mx) at different lime during 

the time evolutions of the system. 

All of thoughts shown above, including the set of general thoughts { [I], [II] } with 

eqs.(3'J)-(35) to find interna] structures of the self-organized relaxed states, would be 

applicable to all dynamical systems including physical systems, chemical systems, 

biological systems, and/or economical systems in general. The realization of the 

interna) spatial structure of the self-organized relaxed state comes essentially from the 

fact that the dissipativc nonlinear dynamical system of interest is the open system 

P'l.(:U) 10 I'q.O!i). ¥¥1(' df'notοhf'rf' tlJf' "caklllatl'd気patialdi叶 ril.川 tion"with th(' 
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willi respect In the global quantity W subject to the dissipation. The realization 

of I he self-oiganization is a global property that is embedded in the laws ruling the 

elements q(f, x) in the dissipative, open, and nonlinear dynamical system of interest. 

This thought is connected to the well known thought of "the structure due to the 

dissipation" by Prigogine [39,40]. 

Wc now apply the set of general thoughts { [I], [II] } with eqs.(32) - (35) to the 

resistive MHD plasma which is described by the following simplified equations with 

Ohm's law of TJJ = E + u x B, 

p~ = ixB - Vp, (36) 

~ = V x ( u x B ) - V x ( i a ) , (37) 

where the viscosity is assumed to be negligibly small. For simplicity, it is assumed 

here, as is indeed the case in most experiments, the plasma internal energy and the 

mass flow energy are negligible compared to the magnetic energy Wm. We pick up the 

magnetic energy Wm of the system and look for the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed 

state with respect to Wm. Substituting Wm and | d lV m / d i | with u = 0 respectively 

to W and |dH 7/drj in the set of general thoughts { [I], [II] }, we obtain the following 

thought [II-A] to find the self-organized relaxed stale: 

[II-A] The relaxed state of the resistive MHD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation 

phase is the state whose internal structures yield the minimum value of | d W m / d ( j ( 

i.e. the minimum dissipation rate of Wm ) with Wm = WmR, which is expressed by 

dIV m 

the minimum \ -—— | state with Wm = WmR , ('.\H) 

where W,„n is the value of W,a measured at the time of the relaxed state just after 

(he relaxation phase, and W„, is, of course, not the invariant for time. 

¥¥"ilh rf':-:IH'ct 10 tlu"'> g!o!J.LI qllantity H.'引 lbjf'cttn tllf' di:-;:-:iprttioll. '1'111' r(，<llizat.Ion 

り fIhい 附If.υIgalllza.tionis孔呂lohalproperty that is emb~(hh，d ill th巴 law吋 rlllillgthl.' 

。l円 IIp.n1sq(t、 x)in the dissipative， open， and nonlinear dynamical system of illtcrcst 

This thollgl】1is connecled 10 the well known thought of l' thr自truc:turedue to the 

di:-;:-;ipation" 1早..Pr伊 gine[39，40]. 
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In the quasi-steady relaxed state, we may assume u = 0, and ohtain the fallowing 

equilibrium equation from cq.(36), 

Vp = j „ x B „ , (39) 

where I he subscript R denotes the quantities at the quasi-steady relaxed state. We 

assume here, for simplicity, that the resistivity TJ at the quasi-steady relaxed state has 

a fixed spatial dependence like as r}(x), as is indeed the case in all experiments where 

t] goes up to infinity near the boundary wall. Substituting Wm of eq.(7) and IdH^/df | 

of «'q.(9) with 11 = 0 respectively into W and jdH /df| in the set of general thoughts 

\ H]i [II] } with eqs.(32)-(3,rj) to find the internal structures of the self-organized 

(jua.si-st.eady relaxed state, we obtain the fallowings [33,37], 

HF = / (2r jf i j - j - —5B-B)dv = 0, (40) 

63F = [(2T) 6\-6\ - —SB-SB)dv > 0, ( 4 1 ) 

J f*o 

where the values of the Poynting vector E x H on the boundary surface in dU'„,/il/ 

ure assumed t<i be given so that the surface integral terms vanish in both i /•" and 

b1 F by the boundary conditions of eq.(35), for simplicity. Using ^ , / j = V x />B, 

(ho vector formula of V • (a x h) = b • V x a — a • V x b , and the (laiiss theorem, 

we obtain the fallowings from eqs.(40) and (41), 

IF = — UB-{ V x ( i j j ) - £ a } d w - - / ( n J x A B ) - d B = 0, (42) 

,S*F = ~ [AB- {V x (,tfj) - 2^B}di . - y <f(^j x ,SB) ds > 0. (43) 

We ihen obtain I he Ku]er~I.agrangc equation from the volume integral term in eq.(-Vi) 

for arbitrary variations of/iB as follows, 
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出~U Il1(' h('[{'， for simpli口ty，that thc resistivityηat the quasi-st.eady relaxed st.i;tte has 

a fixed叩叫旧rdependcnce like a.sη(x)，出 isincleed the case in a11 cxpcriments whcrc 

ηgo川，e何気 叩 tいO】口III叫山目fini】Ilt.句yn川t悶'ea凹a町rtρB刊 b加)(川o川"山"n口md仇arげywall. S出ubst仙it仙t，口山'

りofド叶'1叫』“(ド刊川《日川)リ)w別附】"山h11 = 日 E町附e即肘予只'P】刊e凹削T吃cll¥'e均l旬ym川1加oW and I同d.日1(μd占州t川引|いinthc叩e町 t. of gcncral th ο " 巴ht~ 

{ [1ト[l1J} with e'1，.(32)ー(35)tn find the int.ernal struct.urc5 of thc sdf-organizcd 

qll<t.:';1刑制片付lax('d引al<"wc obtain the following鈴 [33，37J，

AげF = Iれ(2勾rη叶7ド【
μ ，ド'0

.l'F = {(2η8j .8j 三8B.oB)dv> 0可 (41)
J μ。

wllPr(' t.1I<' ¥'alll円。fthc Poynt.inp， vcctor E x H on t.llC' b折)Ol川t

ilrれ〈οι，¥、N、叶t刊山11川11川'"、K刈【d， υ b附p 且lV、¥，('n50 th 礼叫tthe surface i日叩Iltegr日altcr口IlI S詩~ ¥'an川11同，吋量d品hin b(山}バ川th r~ F ;川u山'"川d l 

μF hy tl凹 houndarycondit.ions of {'q.(35)、長lrsimpli("町 U:-;i昭/，，，'¥j=τ)( ，~D 

th(' ¥'('("tnr forll1ul.. of '¥i. (a x b) = b. V' x a -a. V' x b， and th<" Cal出 theorC'1Il、

w(' obtain th... foll川.¥'lTIg見 fromC'f]完 (40)and (41)可

げ=三{，¥B. {'V x (叫)ーさB}dv-2-t(廿x，¥B). d" = 0守 (12) 
μ。J

.) ， 
内ニ丈{，¥s.{ヤ x(11，¥j)一 γB}dv一丈世(11，¥jx ，¥B) ，い〉日 (.t:I) 

¥r，、，h円 lυl山山Ithe EIII ('f~Lagrangc C'qwtlinn frolIl1he刊 111111('int{'~rill t<'fll! in刊).(ロ)

f，河川r! >ilra円、 il rL川 i()lI~ Ilf I~B a~ folh川町

2，1 
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V * Oli) = 2 B • < 4 4 ) 

When we use / i j = V x B instead of fi05} = V x i5B, we obtain the following* 

from eqs.(40) and (41), corresponding to eqs.(42) and (43), 

SF = / 5j - (2T7J - crA)du - — i(A x SB) • ds = 0, (45) 

52F = J5y{27)8] - aSA)dv - — i{6A x SB) • ds > 0 . (46) 

We then obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation from the volume integral term in eq.(45) 

fur arbitrary variations of (Sj as follows [33,37], 

<0 = f A. (47) 

Taking ihc rotation of eq.(47), we obtain eq.(44) again. Since A is finite near the 

boundary wall, the present result of eq.(47) leads directly to the experimental fact 

that the current density j goes to zero near the wall where rj goes to infinity, as is 

indeed the case in all experiments. 

We now have found that the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state has the 

peculiar internal structure which satisfies eq.(44). Taking account of the assumption 

u = 0 for the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state, and substituting eq.(44) into 

cq.(37), we obtain the following, 

^ ^ - - B . (48) 
dt 2 

lunation (48) gives us the following solution 

B(x , ( ) ~ B„(x)<Tf', (4!)) 

where B/j(x) is the solution of eq,(44) for the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed 

slate. We see front eq.(49) that the field profile of B just after the. realization of the 
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'v x (叫)=;B (44) 

¥Vhen wc u四 μo.i=マ xB instead of μ。oj= 'V x oB， we obもainthc following~ 

from eqs.(4D) and (41)， corresponding 10 eqs.(42) and (43)， 

oF = J oj. (吋-a-A)dvージ(AxoB).ds=O， (45) 

o' F = I oj . (2ηój ー αóA)dv ーと ~(óA x oB) .ds > D. (46) 
ν ，.0 -

We then obtain the Eulcr-Lagrange equation from the volume integral term in eq.(45) 

h 礼rbit.r.町 ¥'arIat.ionsof 6j as follows [33，37]， 

?11=ZA (47) 

Taki ng t hc rot.atioll of珂 (47)，we obtain eq.(44)時国n. Since A is finite near thc 

bnundary wall， the pre町 ntresult of cq.(47) leads dircctly to the experimentaJ fact 

t.hat. t.hc (UrH~n t. density j goes to zero near the wall where ηgoes to infinity，回目

Ind{'Nf t.hc c部 ein all巴xperiments

¥V{'. now hi¥v(，; fmmd t.h乱 th巴田l{-orga.ni'ledqua..<;i-sl日 dyrela'官 d51ate has the 

pC'culiar int('rnal strllcture which satisfies eq.(44). Taking account of the assumption 

II言。 forthe self-organiz~d quasトsteadyrelaxed state， and substituting eq.(44) into 

l'q.(:Ji)， we ohl.ain thc rollowing， 

。Bα
ー一一言 -H 
8t 

)e'jllatioll (4~) gi¥"es 山 thefollowing solulion 

B(x，f.)竺 BII(x)e一字、

(48) 

(4!1) 

、dH'H'Bli(X) i持 tl刊誌ollllionof eq.(4吋 forthc sclf-organizcd quasi-stcady rcla.xed 

山山、 ¥Vf' S('(' frol1l f'q.(.19) that the field profile of B just aftf'r thc rf'alizatioll of t.hc 
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i-i'lf-or^anized relaxed state has the self-similar decay phase without significant change 

of the spatial structure. The first term of right-hand side of eq.('17) and boundary 

conditions such as the ideally conducting wall would, however, lead gradually to finite 

deviation from the self-similar decay shown by eq.(49). We may recognize from eq.(44) 

for the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state and eq.(49) for the time evolution 

of the relaxed B field that the present nonlinear dynamical system with dissipation 

relaxes to the state that has attained such a peculiar internal spatial structure that 

yields the minimum dissipation rate of Wm and thereafter leads to the self-similar 

decay phase without significant change of the spatial structure. 

Ohandrasekhar and Woltjer derived already the same equation with eq.(44) more 

than thirty years ago as the equation of the state of minimum dissipation for a given 

magnetic energy, in order to explain and lead to the constancy of A of the force-

free fields V x B = AB in the cosmic magnetic fields [41]. The current density j of 

experimental relaxed state plasmas, however, goes to zero near the wall where the 

resistivity i) of the plasma goes to infinity, as is indeed the case in all experiments. 

Therefore, the value of A for the experimental relaxed state plasma must be zero near 

the wall when B ^ 0 at the wall, even if the relaxed state becomes to be expressed 

approximately by V x B = AB. The present theory by the set of general thoughts 

{ [I], [II] } with eqs.(32) - (35) has been motivated rather by this experimental fact of j 

= 0 near the wall and includes the key concept of the self-similar decay phase without 

significant change of the spatial structure that must be satisfied by the self-organized 

relaxed state [3.1,36,37]. { The set of general thoughts { []], [II] } with cqs.(32) - (35) 

can be applicable to other nonlinear dynamical systems with dissipation like as the 

incompressible vicous fluids [36,37] }. The state described by cq.(-M) and/or eq.(47) 

docs represent more general self-organized relaxed state that is proved directly to be 

followed by the self-similar decay phase, as was shown at eq.(-ni), and also satisfies 

ザ Ifけ TJ!.，UIIZ円 1rd礼町、dsl 礼t.(~ h出 thc問 If-similardCC.ny pha..<;p witholll日 !'.nifirantchaIlge 

υr 111(' :-;p;山川 s1.ruct.urc.The first LCTm of right-ha.nd叩 10of叫('¥i)and hOUlld呂ry

日川dit;ollssuch a.ぉ theideally conducting wall wouJd， however，lead graduaJly to finile 

d門 iationfrom the 5elf-5imiJar decay 5hown by eq.( 19). We may reζognize from eq.( 44) 

for thc間 lf-organizedquasi-5teady relaxed 5tate and eq.(49) for the time evoJutioll 

。ft.hc rclax{'(f B ncld that the present nonlinear drnamical Sj'叫 cmwith dissipation 

T('/ax('s t.o the state that has attained such a peculiar inlernal spatial slructure that 

yil'lds t.hc minimulll di田中ationrate of M仏 andthereafter leads to the self-similar 

d川町 pha. ..;c without signi日仁antchange of the spat.ial structure 

Chandra同 kh町 andWoltj凹 derivedalready thc same c<]ua1.ion with eq.(44) morc 

l.h叩 thirty.¥，cars ago a." the equation of the ~tate of minimum dissipation for a given 

m九日neticcnergy， in order to explain and lead to the constancy of λof thc force-

frco field只 vx B = .¥B in the cosmic magnetic fields [41]. The current density j of 

叫 perimcntalrelaxed stale pl回 mas，however， goes lo zera near the wall where the 

刊誌叫l、.'ityηofthc plasma goes to in自nity，as is indecd the ca."，c in all expcrimen臼

l'hcrcforc， lhc vaJue of λfor the experimental rclaxed state plasma musl be zero ncar 

the wall whcn B f:. 0 at the wall， even if the relaxed slatc becomes to be cxpresscd 

礼叫p叩p】川f(叩ox日1Il口ma叫t臼ω巴叶lyby マx B = 入B. The present theory by the 5et of 且e叩Il】阻er日aJth同o】mg引h】山ls s 

{[川I円].[1川11川I月]}w削 it仙heq甲5.(ρ32幻)-(作35吋)ha踊sb悦ee叩nmotivated r日at山he町rb均'yt山hi白se目xp戸e叩nn悶mロm田lentalfact "f j 

= 0 ncar the waJI and include5 the kcy concept of the self-目milardccay phase withoul. 

引呂III品cantchange of the spatial structure that must he satisficd by the self-organized 

川axcd尖tate[33，36，3i]. { The 5cl of general thol引ts{ [1]. [11] } with eqs.(32)ー(35)

('i¥n u(' appJiぐahJ('1，0 oth('"r nonHnear dymmucaJ sJstems with dissipatiοIlIi1印掛 t)，c

Illcomprf'同ible、，'!C川び fluids[36，3i] ). The 5tate de5cribcd by o'l.(H) and/or eq.(47) 

doc:o> r巴pn'scnt111Or(> gcneral同 lf-organizedrel<'lxed stat.c thal i!' provcd directly to Lc 

f()II0"，t'd b)' tlu'同 lf-式imilard町町 pha:o>c.回、¥'<'1.";:o>h川 ¥'11at c<j.("リ).and also州 tisfie:-.
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tlif experimental fact of j — 0 near the wall, as was mentioned after eq.(47). The 

relaxed state of the force-free fields V x B = AB with a constant .\ is rather one 

example of the general self-organized relaxed slates of cq.(44) that takes place in a 

peculiar situation where spatially uniform resistivity profile and low fl plasma limit 

have become to be assumed as a result, as will be shown in the following analytical 

examples [37], 

In order to show some analytical examples, we now assume the resistivity T/ to be 

spatially constant, for simplicity. We then obtain the following from eq.(44) [33,37], 

V x V x B = A 2B , (50) 

m-,/f. 
where the Lagrange multiplier a is assumed to be positive. Equation (50) is the same 

with the equation used for the classical spheromak [42,43]. According to ref.[42], three 

independent solutions of eq.(50) with V • B = 0 are given by 

L m = gradi/^, T m = V x ( e ^ ) , and S m = - V x T m , (52) 

where e is a fixed unit vector, and ijjm is a scalar function such that 

V 2 ^ m + \2ipm = 0 . (53) 

Here, the solution of L m may be excluded from the solutions for eq.(50), because 

V x grad ipm = 0. The general solution of eq.(50), B/i(x), for the self-organized 

quasi-steady relaxed state is then written as 

B*(x) = c m I T r a + c m 2 S m . (54) 

Using eq.(54) and j i j = V x B , we obtain the current density of the relaxed state, 

j / f (x ) , as follows, 

t hド‘ρ、円叩q刊x刊、T哨r口叩11口山山I口10叩、

T('!ax円 I~tatc of tlw forcc-frce Held~ マ xB=:: 入B with a COIl::-t孔nl入israt!Je[ 011(' 

f'xample of the general selιorganized rela.xed states of cq.(44) that takes place in a 

pcculiar situation where spatially uniform resistivity profile and lowβpla.sl1lit lilllit 

have become Lo be assumed as a result，出 willbe shown in thc following analyti日 l

印刷1'1田 [37J

In orcler 10 show some analytical examples， we now assume the re剖slivity71 10 be 

spat凶 Iyconstant， for simplicity. We then obtain the following from eq.(44) [33.37)， 

'i7x'i7xB 入'B， (50) 

|λ1=存 (日1)

where the Lagrange multipl悶 αIS国 sumedto be positive. Equation (50) is the 5叩 r

with thc equation used for the classical spheromak [42，43). According toぱ [42J，three 

independent solutions of eq.(50) with 'i7 . B = 0 are given by 

Lm 同 fmTm=VXM，andSm=;vxTLβ  

where e is a fixed unit vector， and ψm is a scalar functioll such thal 

て7'ψm+λ'rt"， (53) 

Here， the solution of Lm may be excluded from the solutions for eq.(SO)， beζause 

¥1 x grad ψm三 O. The general solution of eq.(50)， BR(x)， for the self-organi2ed 

qua...i-sleady relax:ecl statc is then written回

BR(X) cmlT.. + cm，Sm (0.1) 

1I引 n~ 叫 (54) andμ.j=マ xB， we ohtain the current. den~ity of thc rel rL'((~d 叫ale、

j，，(X)句a....follows， 
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J f lW = - ( c m l S m + c m 2 T m ) , (55) 

where eq.(52) and V x V x T m = A 2 T m are used. There are three unknown factors of 

{A, c m i , cm2} in eqs.(52)-(55). In order to determine the values of the three unknown 

factors { A , c m ] l c m 2 } , it is enough to use three measured values of the magnetic en

ergy W'm, the toroidal magnetic flux $ and the toroidal plasma current / inside the 

boundary at the time of the relaxed state, which are denoted here respectively by 

W»n/i. */*« a n d 1R- H »S because that we obtain $R and I]{ by integrating eqs.{54) 

and (55) respectively across the poloidal cross-section of the toroidal plasma. 

Using eqs.(39),(5'1) and (55), we obtain the followings, 

Vp = } R x Bn = -(cm2

2 ~ cml

2)Tm x S m , (56) 

- * « - /« = - ( c m 2 - c m I ) / ( S r a - T m ) . d S l (57) 
Vo ^ o JSP 

where j s denotes the integral across the poloidal cross-section of the toroidal plasma. 

It is seen from eqs.(56) and (57) that the difference between cini and c m 3 yields the 

non-force-free component which is balanced with the pressure gradient. 

In the limit of the low (1 plasma, we come to have the profiles with cmi — cm> 

from eq.(56) because of two independent vector solutions of T„, and S m , and obtain 

I he followings from eq.(54), 

B f t ( x ) = c m l ( T m + S m ) , (58) 

which sfliisJios ihf following as was shown in ref.[42], 

V x B = ±AB . (59) 

We see from eqs.(58) and (59) that the force-free fields of V x B = ± . \ B , derived 

by Taylor bas^d on "the minimum energy state under the time invariant of the total 
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j.(x) =土(cm，Sm+ Cm2Tm)， 
μ。

(55) 

where eq.(52) and 'V x 'V x Tm =λ2Tm are used. There are three unknown faclors of 

{入，Cmh Cm2} in eqs.(52)ー(55).[n order to determine the valuc5 of the three unknown 

f旺 tors{λICml，Cm2}， it is enough to use three measured values of the magnetic en 

円 gy¥1-1m. the loroidal magnetic fluxφand the Loroidal plasma current 1 illsidc the 

boundary叫 thetime of the relaxed state， which are denoled here respectively hy 

IiノmR，$R、andIR. lt is beει"5e that we obtain <TR and III by integrating eqs.(54) 

and (55) resp町 tivelyacross the poloidal cross-section of the toroidal pla.sma 

Using eqs.(39)，(54) and (55)， we obtain the followings， 

'Vp = jR X Bn =土(cml-Cm I
2)Tm X丸、

μ。

土中.-IR え(C叫一 Cm，)ん(Sm- Tm). ds， 

(56) 

(5i) 

whr-re Js
p 
rlf'noLcs the integral across the poloidal cross-section of thc toroidal pla";lI1u 

11. is同町 fromeqs.(56) and (57) that the differen仁ebetwecn九四1and Cm2 yields the 

non-force-fr問 componenlwhich is bal孔ncedwith thc pressurc grarl肥 nl

111 th(' limit of thc lowβplas.ma， we comc to ha'刊 Iheprofil凹 withCml = Cm2 

from eq.(56) hec剖 Jseof two independent vcctor solutions of Tm and Sm) and ootain 

t hc following謁 [romeq.(54)， 

BR(X) = cm，(Tm + Sm)， (58) 

which同 listi何 thf'folJowing as w田 shownin ref.[42J. 

'VxB 土λB (59) 

¥¥ト向、ド frnlll(''l，.(.)R) anrl (59) that Ihe force-fr凹 field，()f 'ii x B 土人B，dcrived 

七、 Tal'lorbtl戸、lυ1)"t.h(' minimum CJJcrg}叶i1t('llJldrr t}H' tirm‘iu¥"arianL ()f tl1<' tυtal 
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helicity" [1,2], can be derived generally as the low 0 plasma limit of the self-organized 

relaxed slate which has the minimum dissipation rate profile and therefore is hardest 

to change its own profile for its own instantaneous amount of the containing magnetic 

energy, in the nonlinear and dissipative MHD system, without using the "helicity" 

and the "invariant" for time. 

We show hero some examples of the seif-organized relaxed state of axisymmetric 

plasmas in the cylindrical coordinates ( r, 0, z ). We consider simple cases of the 

straight axisymmetric plasmas such as the diffused Z pinch, the screw pinch, and the 

reversed field pinch (RFP) in the cylindrical approximation. The z direction is now 

the toroidal direction and we use the unit vector along the z direction, e . , for the 

fixed unil vector c in cq.(52). In this case, eq.(53) becomes one dimensional problem, 

and the solution of ipm is known to be the Oth order Bessel function written as ipm 

- J,.{^r), by solving eq.(.r>3). Then the vector solutions of T m and S m in eq.(52) are 

obtained respectively as 

T m = XJj{\r)ee, (60) 

S m = AJ 0(Ar)e, , (61) 

where J,(AT-) is the 1st ordeT Bessel function, and Ce is the unit vector of the 6 

direction. Kor the first example, we consider the self-organized relaxed state of the 

diffused Z pinch. Since the measured velue $R of the toroidal flux for this Z pinch 

is zero, we obtain the followings from eqs.(54), (60) and (61), 

* K = / B f l d s = -ITVC^X / ' " 30{\r)rdr = 0 , (62) 

where r w is the wall ( boundary ) radius. We therefore obtain r,n2 = 0 from eq.(G2) 

and iind from eqs.(54), (55), (00) and (61) that the configurations of the relaxed state 

• >f the diffuse Z pinch are given by 

helicity" [1，2]、canbc dcriveo generally田 thelow βpla~ma Iimit of the self-organized 

relaxr.cl slaLe which has the minimum dissipation rate profile and therefore is hardest 

to change its own pro自lefor its Qwn insLantaneous amount of the containing magnetic 

(，sNgy， in the nonlinear and dissipative MHD system， withouL using the l'helicityll 

anrl thc: "invariant" for time 

¥¥"、 sho¥¥'her(' SOnI<' examp]cs of the self-organizcd relaxed staLe of a."dsymmetric 

plas川 出 inl.hc cylindrical coordinates ( r， (J， z ) 仇，1econsider simple cases of the 

straighl a.xI町 mrn什 rkpla..c;m田 such田 thcdiffllscd Z pinch， thc虻 rewpinch， and thc 

r円円日刊1fif'ld pinch (RFP) Io1 the cylindrical approximat.ion. The z diredion is 1l0W  

111(， tりruidaldiredion anrt we use the unit vector along the z direction， c:. for thc 

i日刊1unit vcctor C in cq.(.Ij'2). In t.h日 C田町 eq.(5.'3) becomcs onc dimensional problem. 

and t.h<:' solution of ψ'm is known to be the日thorder Bessel function written asψm 

= .1，，(λ7トby向 JI¥'ingeq.(5.'3). Thcn thc vector solution罰 ofTrn and Sm in eq.(52) arc 

。l山lin~d r円 I)("ctiv("ly出

Trn = .¥1，(.¥，')e" (60) 

Srnλ.lo{λr)e‘ )
 

-tu
 

(
 

wh..r<' J，(.¥，') i只t.hr I~t ordcr Bessel function， and Ce is the unit vector of the 6 

dir刷 1川1. For thc fir!'ot example， we conside-r the self-organized relaxed slate of the 

ιliffu:-:cd Z pinch. Since the measured vclue <Tn of the toroidaJ flux for this Z pinch 

1:-: Z円山 w('ol削 inthc followings from cqs.(54)， (60) and (61)， 

φ，，= I Bn' ds = 2πCm2λI J.(，¥，，)，'dr = 0， ι2) 
J、;，‘。

wlwr{' '.w b tlw wall ( houndiH)' ) radil日明，'ethr-rcforc obtain ('"，2 = 0 from cq.(ι2) 

and find frnm Pfj!'o.(54)， (.s.~)， (60) and (61) tltal t.hC' configurat.ions of the relaxed statt' 

uf tlH' diffu:-:p Z pillCh are gIvcn Iろ
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B „ = r „ , A J 1 ( A r ) c , (n:l) 

jj , = C-^J,(\r)e, . (M) 

The two factors of c r a i and \ are determined by using the other two measured values of 

W,nlt and IR. Substituting eqs.(63) and (64) into the equilibrium equation of eq.(5(i), 

we obtain the pressure gradient that leads to the pressure profile at the relaxed state 

as follows, 

V P = - cJ^Ljo{\r)J,{\r)GT , (65) 
Mo 

where e r is the unit vector of the r direction. We can expect, from eq.(4!*) and 

eqs.(63)-(65) that the obtained profiles of BJJ , j f l and p at the relaxed state for the 

straight diffused Z pinch are followed by the self-similar decay phase. We should bear 

in mind, however, that the change of the spatial distribution of resistivity T/ caused 

such as by ohmic heating and also the first term of right-hand side of eq.(37) would 

result in some gradual deviation from the self-similar decay. 

For the second example, we consider the self-organized relaxed state of the straight 

screw pinch. We now express c^i as cm2 = cm\ — Ac. We then obtain the followings 

from eqs.(54)-(57) and eqs.(60) and (61), 

B f l = cm,A[J!(Ar)e, + J„(Ar)e,] - AcAJ„(Ar)ez , (66) 

j R = £ n ± ^ [ j l ( A r ) e s + yo(Ar)e,J - —A{Xr)e<l, (67) 

A 2^AcA2 r-
—*fl - IR = / J„(Ar)rdr , (68) 

Vp = —— '— J„(Ar)J,(Ar)c, . (69) 
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BR f'mlλJ，(.¥r)e， ， )
 

-ph
 

(
 

品、2

jR = l-mlニーJo(λr)e，
μ。

(61) 

Thc t wo fadors of Cm I and λare determined by using the other two measured ¥'alu<，:j ()f 

Wmll and IR. Suhstituting eqs.(63) and (64) into the equilibrium equation of問 (5(;)，

m‘obtain the pressure gradient that leads to the pressure profile at the relaxed slale 

出 follows，

_ 2、3
'ilp =ー竺L二 Jo(入r)J，(入r)e，， 

μ。
(6.5) 

where e， is the unit vEctor of the r direction. We can expect. from eq.(4:J) and 

叫 5.(63)ー(65)that the obtained proliles o[ BR' jR叩 dp at the rela.xed state [or the 

straight di百usedZ pinch are [ollowed by the sel[-similar decay phase. We should bear 

in mind， howe.er， that the change o[ the ，patial distribution of resistivityηcaused 

5uch as by ohmic heating and also the first term o[ right-hand side of eq.(37) would 

result in some gradual deviation from the self.叩nilardecay 

For the second ex~mplel we cons】derthe self.】organizedrelaxed state of the straight 

screw pinch. We now expr田 Sc"，2出 Cm2= Cml -O.C. We then obtain the followings 

from叫 s.(54)ー(57)and珂s.(60)and (61)， 

BR = cm，J.[ J，(λr)e. + Jo(λr)e， 1 -dc入Jo(J.r)e，， (66) 

_，).2. ... dC).2 
JR ヱムー[J，(.l.r)e.+ Jo(川、ト一一J，(.l.r)e.， (67) 

2πd.CA2 r'. 
ー争R - IR 一一一一一I Jo(λr)rdr， 
μ。 μJO

(68) 

Ac(2cm， -dc)λ3 
'ilp = ー Jo().r)J，().r)e，

μ。
(69) 
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The Ihree factors of A<\ <•„,,, and A are determined by using the three measured 

values of W,„H, <J>fl, and /#. The screw pinch is usually operated at the high toroidal 

field without the field reversal. We see from cqs.(68) and (69) that the value of Ac 

dej>ends on the j3 value of the confined plasma. We find from eqs.(66) and (67) that 

the configurations of B ^ and } R at the relaxed state of the screw pinch containes 

the force-free field component of the Bessel function model, i.e. the first terms of 

right-hand sides of eqs.{66) and (67), which would be fairly high compared with the 

non-force-free field component that depends on the /? value of the confined plasma. 

We can also expect from eq.(49) and eqs.(66)-(69) that the obtained profiles of B/t, 

j j ( and p at the relaxed state for the screw pinch are followed by the self-similar 

decay phase with some gradual deviation, just as the same as the diffused Z pinch 

shown above. In the experimental screw pinch plasma, the spatial distribution of 

the resistivity -q would fairly modify the profiles of B ^ , j ^ and p, especially in the 

boundary region. 

For the third example, we consider the RFP plasma which has the toroidal field 

reversal. The profiles of B ^ , ]R and p at the relaxed state for the RFP are also 

shown by eqs.(66)-(69), just the same as for the screw pinch. In the limit of the low 

/? plasma, A c becomes zero from eq.(69), and we obtain the followings for the /? = 0 

RFP plasma from eqs.(66)-(69), 

BR = cml\[J,(\r)ee + J 0(Ar)e,], (70) 

—$ft = 1R. (72) 

We easily recognize that eqs.(70)-(72) are the well known Bessel function model for 

the RFP plasma derived and discussed by Taylor based on the time invariant of the 
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、alu何 ofWmR町中R町alldI R. The SCrew pinch is usua1ly operated at the high toroidal 

fiekl without the field reversal. We 5ee from cqs.(68) and (69) that the value of /';C 

d('lwnds on the βvalup. of the con自nedplasma. We find from eqs.(66) and (67) that 

the configurations of BR and jR at thc rclaxed state of the screw pinch conta.ines 

the force-free field component of the Bessel function model， i.e. the first terms of 

right-hand剖desof eqs.(66) and (67)， which would be fairly high compared with the 

non-t;りr臼ーfreefield component thal depends on thc βvalue of the con自nedplasma 

We仁analso expect from eq.(49) and eqs.(66)ー(69)th叫 theobtained profiles of BR， 

jJ1 and p at the relaxed stale for the screw pinch are followed by the self-similar 

d町九.yphase with some gradual deviation， just田 thesame as the diffused Z pinch 

shown above. ]n the experimentaJ screw pinch plasma， the spatia1 distribution of 

thc resisti vityηwould f副 rlymodify the profiles of BR， jR and p， especially in the 

boundar)' region 

For the third example， we consider the RFP plasma which has the toroidal field 

reversal. The profiles of BR• jR and p at the relaxed state for the RFP町 ealso 

shown by eqs.(66)-(69)， just the same a.s for the screw pinch. In the limit of the low 

s pla.sma， /';C becomes zero from eq.(69)， and we obt副 nthe followings for the s = 0 

IU'P plasma from eqs.(66)ー(69)，

BR = cm，A[ J，(入r)e，+ J.(入r)e，J， (70) 

A 、2
jR=2Lニ[J，(入r)e.+ J.(λr)e， J ， (71) 

~. 

土中R = IR. (72) 

We eiL'iily recognize that eqs.(70)ー(i2)are the well known BesseJ fUllcLion modeJ for 

the RFI' 1'1加 maderived and dis("u問。dby T:孔.ylorb回目1on the t.ime illvariant of tll(‘ 
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total helicity [1,2]. 

When we consider the finite 0 R F P plasma with Ac > 0, the pressure profile 

would be given basically by eq.{69). However, we notice from eq.(69) that the direc

tion of Vp reverses across the field reversal point of J0(Xr) = 0. This result suggests 

that the RFP plasma outside the field reversal point at the relaxed state, based on 

the assumption of t] — const., is unstable or tends to have uniform pressure profile in 

the field reversal region through the interaction between the plasma and the bound

ary wall. In the experimental RFP plasma, the resultant spatial distribution of the 

resistivity rj, affected by the plasma-wall interaction, would fairly modify the profiles 

of B/j, j f i and p consequently, especially in the boundary region [14,19]. 

Using eq.(43), we next discuss the mode transition point of the relaxed state, for 

example from the cylindrical mode to the mixed helical one in the cylindrical plasma 

[1,2,18,37]. We consider here the following associated eigenvalue problem for critical 

perturbations <5B that make S2F in eq.(43) vanish: 

V x (r/V x <5B.) - —SB, = 0, (73) 

witli the boundary conditions of 6 B d s = 0, and (r;6j x SB) ds = 0 at the boundary, 

where a, and <5B, denote the eigenvalue and the eigensolution, respectively. Substi

tuting the eigensolution 6B, into eq.(43) and using eq.(73), sve obtain the following: 

S2F = —{a, - a) [SBt-SB,dv > 0. (74) 

Since cq.(71) is required for all eigenvalues, we obtain the following condition for the 

self-organized relaxed state with the minimum jdU^/d / l , 

0 < a < t*i , (75) 
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lol.al helicity [1，斗

When we consider the finiteβRF P plasma with d.c >日曾 thepressure profile 

would be伊venbasically byeq.(69). However守 wenotice from eq.(69) that the direc 

tion of 'Vp reverses across the field reversal point of Jo(.lr) = O. This result suggests 

that the RFP pl田 maoutside the field reversal point at the relaxed state， ba.sed 00 

the a..<isumption of η= const.， is unslable or tencls to have uniform pre田 ureprofile in 

the field reversa1 region through the interaction belwecn the plasma and the bound 

ary wall. In the experimental RFP plasma， the resultanl spatial dislribulion of the 

resistivityη， affected by the plasma-wall interaction， would fairly modify the profiles 

of DR， jR and p conscquently， especially in the boundary時間n[14，19J 

Using eq.(43)， we next discuss the mode tr日叩a剖I田 iti旧o叩np。凹Is叫tof the relaxed state， for 

cxample from the cylindrical mode to the rnixed helic:al one in l.he cylindrical pla.sma 

[1，2，18，37]. We consider here the following asso口atedeigenvalue problem for critical 

perturbations 5B that make o' F in eq.( 43) vanish 

'V x (~'V x 5B，)ー l'子~óB， = 0， (73) 

with the boundary conditions of oB .ds = 0， and (I)Oj x oB) .ds = 0 at the boundary， 

whNe凪 andoB， denote the目 gcnvalucand the eigensolutios， respectively. Substi 

tuting the eigensolution 6B， into eq.(43) and using eq.(73)， wc obtain the iollowing 

o'F =工(α.α)I 5B， . oB， dv > O. (74) 
μ。 J

メIII({， ('q.(i'1) is r('(luirerl for all eigenvalucs，、¥'Colltain thC' follo、，¥'ingcondition for thや

同 If-nrganiz<，drdax<，d ~t 九te wit.h th{' minimum IdU'うn/dlJ，

。〈 α く α" (75) 
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where n, is the smallest of the positive eigenvalues, and a is assumed to be positive, 

as ww assumed at eq.(51). When the value of a corresponding to WmR goes out of the 

condition of cq.(75), like as a j < a, then the mixed mode, which has the value of WmR 

and consists of the basic mode by the solution of eq.(44) with a = ct\ and the lowest 

eigenmode by cq.(73), becomes the self-organized relaxed state with the minimum 

value of IdW'^/dtl. By using definitions of r/(x) = r/0^(x) and | A | = ycxfj0/2rjo , 

the condition of eq.(75) can be rewritten to other form similar to the mode transition 

condition shown in refs.[18] and [20], where r}0 is the value of p at the magnetic axis. 

The mode transition condition of eq.(75) is the generalization of the mode transition 

condition by Taylor [1,2,18,37]. 

Ii is easy to show from eqs.(5Q)-(59) that in the case of the low /? plasma limit 

with 7/ - const., the eigenvalue problem of cq.(73) includes the following eigenvalue 

problem as a force-free branch, 

V xSBt = ±A, SB, (76) 

willi the boundary condition of 5B • ds = 0 at the boundary, where A, is the eigen

value, and this eigensolution (SB, makes the surface integral term of eq.(43) vanish 

automatically. Substituting the eigensolution iSB, into eq.(43) and using eq.(76), we 

obiain the following: 

S*F = ^ ( A f - \2)JSBt-8Bt<lv > 0, (77} 

where eq.(51) is used. Since eq.(77) is required for all eigenvalues, we obtain the 

following condition for the relaxed state with the minimum | d W m / d ( | , 

A_, < A < A, , (78) 

whore A„, and \\ are the largest of the negative and the smallest of the positive eigen

values, respectively. This mode transition condition is the same as that in Taylor's 

iheory [1.2.IK]. 
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WIH'H' (¥1 i~ t.hc smallcst of the positive eigenvalues， and αis a.~sumed to be positive， 

出 wa...;a~引Illlpd at町 (51).When the value ofα<:orresponding to WmR goes out ofthe 

印 nditionof叫 (75)，Iike田町〈 α，then the mixed mode， which h田 thevalue of W ~R 

and consists of the b..ic mode by the solution of eq.(44) withα=町 andthe lowest 

cigf"nlTIode by cq.(73)， hecomes the self-organized relaxed state with the minimum 

value "f IdWm/dtl. By using definitions 01 η(x) = '1og(x) and Iλ1 = JCXJ.lo/2'1o， 

thc condit.ion of叫 (75)can bc rewritten to other form similar to the mode transition 

叩川山IIIshown in refs.[18] and 120]， where可。 isthe v叫ueof ηat the magnetic副 S

TII<' mncl(' tran~ition condit.ion of eq.(i5) is thc generalization of the mode transition 

川，ditionby Taylor [1 ， 2 ， 18 ， ~7] 

11 i~ f'a."y to品。wfrom eqs.(50)-(59) that in the Cil.'. 01 the low s plasma Iimit 

wit.h 11二仁onst.‘ thceigenva.lue prohl('m of eq.(73) includes the following eigenvalue 

probh、111出 afor('"c-frce branch， 

V' x ，sB， 士λ，oB， (76) 

帆'ilh1hP b(川町lary('ondit.ion of l~B . ds = 0 at the boundary， where ).. is the eigen-

刊 h肌

alllol1同tically.Suh!-otituting the回目 何 回lut.ionoB， into eq.( 43) and using eq.(76)， we 

..1、li1illl.h(" following 

f?F =宅(.¥:-.¥') r IiB， • oB， dv >日、 (77)
μ 

wlu're e'l.(51) is IIsed. Since eq.(7i)悶 requiredlor all eigenvalues， we obtain the 

r，品川illg('onditioJl for thc rela..'XC'o state with the minimum IdWm/dtl， 

λ-， <λ<  .¥，、 (Î~) 

，，'hl'f('入 1imd '¥1 ar<> the I町 陵 町lofthσnegativeand the smallest of the positive eigcn 

日 1III'S ， r('sp('ctivcly. This modc trall!-oition condition is the sarne a." that in Taylor's 

111..，，，-，， [1.2.IR] 
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We now have shown that (ho relaxed state of eq.( Ki) is derived generally ;is tliu 

low (1 plasma limit of the self-organized relaxed state from the thought [11-A] with 

pq.(38). Using the reciprocity of the variational calculus, we obtain the following 

thought [II-B] which is equivalent to the thought [II-A] with eq.(38), 

[II-B] The relaxed state of the resistive MHD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation 

phase is the state whose internal structures contain the maximum value of Wm and 

the dissipation rate of dWm/dt = dtWmR, which is expressed by 

d W m 

the maximum Wm state with I —-— I = I d,Wmfl I , (79) 
at 

where d | W m R is the value of dW„,/d( measured at the time of the relaxed state after 

the relaxation phase, and dWm/6t is, of course, not the invariant for time. The 

mathematical expression for eq.(79) by the variational technique is written in the 

following forms, which are equivalent to eqs.(33) and (34), 

6F = 0, (80) 

62F < 0, (81) 

where F is now the functional d< *ined by F = Wm - ( l / a ) | d ( W m f l |; 6F and 62F 

are the first and second variations of Z1; and \(a is the positive Lagrange multiplier. 

The mathematical expressions of eq.(79) in the thought [Il-B] lead us to the same 

processes from eq.(40) to eq.(72) and also to the same condition of eq.(75) or eq.(78) 

for the mode transition point of the relaxed state. 

Since we have used reversible mathematical processes from eq.(40) to eq.(46), we 

investigate another group of thoughts connected to eqs.(45) and (46) in the thought 

[II-A] in the same way as was used at eqs.(21)-(31). We assume here, for simplicity, 

that the resistivity TJ is spatially uniform. Changing the variation of <5Aineqs.(45) and 

(46) to a variation of the more general quantity q, as f>% we may have the following 
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¥¥l(' lIoW havc shown thal 111<' n.lax('d叫at('of ('q.( IG) i~ d('ri、円Igellerall)出 tlU'

low jJ pla.o;;ma limit of thc self-organiz引 Irr.lax吋 statefrom the thought [ll-A] witlo 

pq.(:38). Using the reciprocity of the variational calculus， we obtain the following 

tloought [11・B]which is equ川 lcnl10 Ihe Ihoughl [II-A] wilh珂 (38)，

[11-B] The relaxed state of the res凶 veMHD pl田 maafter the nonlinear relaxation 

ph田 eis the state whose internal strudures contain the maximum value of Wm. and 

thc dissipation rate of dWm/dt = d，WmR・whichis cxprefised by 

dW_ 
the maximum Wm stαte with [一;，m[ = [d，WmR [ ， (79) 

dt 

where d，WmR is the value of dWm/dt measured at the time of the relaxed statc afl.cr 

the relaxation phase， and d W m/μdt i民s久， of c印ou町rs日e，not the inva町叩r口旧l旧a叩ntfor ti叩叩mc. T、h恥l肥e 

ma叫th悶 na叫tica叫.1express剖ionfor e珂q.(σ79吋)b:匂'ythe v四a町叩na叫山ti回。叩n旧E旧a品)technique iおswr口itte町叩JIin thc 

following forms， which are equivalent to eqs.(33) and (34)， 

6F = 0， (80) 

6'F < 0， (81) 

where F is now the functional d， ~ned by F = Wm ー(1/α)[d，W叫[; 6F胡 d62F 

are thc first and second variations of F; and 1/αis the positive Lagrange multiplier 

The mathematical exp 問 sions of eq.(79) in the thought [11 司 lead us to Ihe s姐削a副m】

proc臼es田se田5from e叫q.(μ40的)t旬。 e句q.(σ7η2勾)and also to the same condition of eq.(75) or eq.(i8) 

for the mode Iransition point of the relaxed state 

Since wc have used reversibIe mathematical process田 fromeq.(40) to珂 (46)， we 

IsV田 tigatcanother group of thoughts connected to eqs.( 4.5) and (46) in the thought 

[II-A] in thc same way as w国 usedat eqs.(21)ー(31).Wc assume here， for simplicity， 

thal the resistivityηis spatia1ly uniform. Changing the variation of dA in eqs.( .1.5)剖 .J

(46) to a var同 tionGf tl凹 moregeneral quantity q，国五q，we may hav{' the follmvi，'且
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expressions for the group of relaxation theories that lead to cq.(47) [ and eq.(59) in 

the low fi plasma limit ] as the Eulcr-Lagrange equation from the volume integral 

term for arbitrary variations of t5q and also lead to the mode transition condition of 

the relaxed state: 

8F[5q] = 16q{2Tu-aA)du = 0 . (82) 

62F[Sq] = f6q(2r}6S-a6A)dv > 0 . (83) 

At first, we adopt SB for i5q in eqs.(82) and (83), and then we obtain the follow

ing*, 

6F[6B] = I SB • (2r?j - aA)dv = 0 , (84) 

62F[5B] = J SB • (2r?5j - abA)dv > 0. (85) 

Using eqs.(2) and (3), V ( a x b ) = b V x a — a - V x b , and the Gauss theorem, 

we obtain the followings from eq.(84), 

6F[6B] = / { rj{6} • B + j • SB ) - | ( S A B + A 6B)}dv 

- <t{r}SB x B + ^ A x 5A) • ds = 0 . (86) 

We see from comparison between the volume integral term of eq.(86) and eqs.(10) 

and (8) that F in eq.{86) is the fuctional defined by F — - pt0(dh'/dt) - 0tp.oK. Since 

the first term of dh'fdt in eq.(10) is the dissipation rate of the total helicity A* by the 

resistivity rj and has the negative value, we therefore come to the following another 

thought [11-0] for the relaxed state that leads to eq.(17): 

[ll-O] The relaxed state of the resistive MHD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation 

phase is the stale whose internal structure yields the minimum dissipation rate of A' 

with I\ = A'fi. which is expressed by 
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刊 IHI'S村山11!-for t tw group of relaxation theor悶 that Icad to cq.( 4i) [ and cq.( 59) 叩

th<， low ;1 pla...;;ma Iimit ]出 theEulcr-Lagrange equation from the volume intcgral 

tNm for arbitrary variations of dq and a1so lead to the mode transition condition of 

t h(' rclaxed statc 

oF[州 =f oq(吋 -aA)du = O. (82) 

o'F[叫 =f oq.(州 ;j-aoA)dv > O. 明

At first， we adopt oB for oq in eqs.(82) and (83)， and then we obtain the follow-

111gS1 

oF[oB] = f 6B 例~ -aA)dv = 0，刊

川 oB]= f oB 附 αoA)dv>日(お)

lJ5ing eq5.(2) and (3)， 'V. (a x b) = b. 'V x a -a. 'V x b， and the Gauss theorem， 

we obtain the followings from eq.(84)， 

叩 BJ= f ( ry(oj. B + j. 6B) - ~(óA. B + A. oB)}dv 

-f(ηSBXB+3AX6A)ds=0(郎)

Wc scc from comparison between the volume integral term of珂 (86)and eqs.(10) 

and (8) that F in cq.(86) is the fuctional defined by F = μ。(dKjdt)ーαμ。K.Since 

th('品川 tcrm of dl":jdt in eq.(lO) is the dissipation rate of the total helicity l¥ by the 

r円 j;o;tivityηasdhas the negat.ive vaJlle， we thercfore come to the foJlowing 3llother 

thollght [II-CJ for the rel.xed 5t.te th.t I巴adsto eq.( 17) 

ドI-CJThe叫 axedstate of the re由tiveMHD plasm. after the nonlinear叫出品lon
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¥¥'Ith /¥. = /¥'Il. whirIJ日 cxprc日 cdby 
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the minimum I —— I state with A' = A' f i , (87) 
at 

whore the functional F is now defined by F = - 6K/6t - a A', A'R is the value of A' 

measured at the time of the relaxed state just after the relaxation phase, and A' is, 

of course, not the invariant for time. The mathematical expressions of eq.(87) in the 

thought [Il-Cj lead us to the volume integral terms of eqs.(84) and (85), and therefore 

wr obtain eq.(47) and also the same condition of eq.{75) for the mode transition point 

of the relaxed state. The reciprocity of the variational calculus gives us the following 

thought [1I-D] equivalent to the thought [1I-C] given by cq.{87): 

[II-D] The relaxed state of the resistive MHD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation 

phase is the state whose internal structures contain the maximum value of A* with 

ilA'/d/ — d(A'n, which is expressed by 

the maximum K state with - 7 - = d (A'/j , (88) 
di 

where d (A'^ is the value of dA'/dr measured at the time of the relaxed stale just 

after the relaxation phase, and tlh'/dt is, of course, not the invariant for time. The 

mathematical expressions of eq.(88) in the thought [II-D] lead us to the volume in

tegral terms of cqs.(84) and (85), and therefore we obtain eq.(*17) and also the same 

condition of eq.(75) for the mode transition point of the relaxed state. 

Next, we adopt .SA for £q in eqs.(82) and (83), and we obtain the followings in 

this case, 

<Sf[.SA] = / .SA- (2T/ j - aA)du = 0 , (N!)> 

c-:F[f>A] = /<SA • (2r/Aj - <uSA)di; > 0 . (DO) 

:j(i 

11， 
thc minimu1n I一一 Istate with l¥ KR' (87) 

dt 

wlH'rr t h(' functional F Is now defined by F =ーdh・/dtーαh"，I¥'R is the vaJuc of 1イ

U1C'出ureda.t the time of the relaxed slale just after the relaxation pha.sc， and J，' is， 

d 川 ur:"w，not the invariant for time. The mathematicaI f'xpressions of eq.(8i) in the 

thりU呂ht[II-C) lead IlS to the volllme integral terms of eqs_(84) alld (8.5)， and Ihe凹 fore

Wf'ωbtain eq.( 47) and also t.he same condition of eq.(i5) for the mode trans山 onf>oint 

!)f tlH' frlaxcd s!at.c. The r('ciprocity of the v札口ational 仁alculll~ gives us the followin?， 

thollght [11・])]刊I'lIvalent10 the thought [II-C] givell hy eq.(8i) 

[11-])] The relaxed 5ta!e of the回 5istiveM IlD pl回 maafter the nonlinear rela..xatioll 

pha...;{' is th<， state who同 inlernalstructllres contain the maximum valuc of 1¥" with 

dAJdlニ dJ，印， wh凶回目p旧 日dby 

dh-
thc maximum 1¥" slafc with一一 =d，I¥R， (88) 

dt 

whf'r<' d，A"n日 thl" value of dAjdt mea.c;ured at け1('time of th(' relax吋叫礼teJlIsl 

ilftf'f the r<>1日 叫iOJl ph国民 anddAjdl is， of COllrse， not the in刊van旧1ほant(0汀r1仙i日叩m肘e.T、lIe“附e 

n山l川E

tp日r 礼心I1"川川、河rm】n】持 of eq，.(8-1) and (85)， and therefore we obt. 副 II eq.(-Ii) and also Ih" ぉanu' 

C!mdition of f'q.(75) for the modr tran:-;ition point of t.h(' relaxed slale 

トJf'xt，w(' adopl I~A for oq in t'q:-;.(82) ano (81)， ano we ohlain the followings in 

lhi!" Ca....fヘ

川崎]= j.¥A(川町A)dv 0， (K!l) 

内[，¥A]= JM州 n'¥A)dv> o. リ0)
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l.'sinj- c(|s.(2) and (3), V ( a x b ) = b - V x a - a V x b , and the Gauss theorem, 

we obtain the followings from eq.(89), 

fiF[6A] = J{T)(6yA+y6A) - ^{6A • A + A • 6A)}dv 

<f(8B x A + 5A x B) ds = 0 . (91) 

We consider here the autocorrelation with respect to the vector potential A in the 

resistive MHD plasma, and define the following global autocorrelation Z of A, 

Z = I A-Adv. (92) 

Using Ohm's law and E = -V<£ - OA/dt deduced from eqs.(2) and (4), we obtain 

the time derivative of Z as follows, 

~ - = - 2 / { t y - A + ( A x B ) - u } d v - I $A • ds. (93) 

We see from comparison between the volume integral term of eq.(91) and eqs.(92) 

and (!>:t) that F in eq.(91) is the fuctional defined by F = - (dZ /d / ) /2 - aZ/2 for 

the ease of tlie quasi-steady relaxed state with u = 0. Since the first term of dZ/dt 

in ei|.(9:i) is tlie dissipation rate of the autocorrelation Z due to the resistivity T; and 

lia.s the negative value, we therefore come to the following another thought [II-E] for 

lite relaxed state that leads to eq.(47): 

[I IK] The relaxed stale of the resistive MHD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation 

plia>e i.s the state whose internal structure yields the minimum dissipation rate of the 

autocorrelation Z with Z — ZR, which is expressed by 

dZ 
the minitnum | — | state with Z = Zn , (9-1) 

where the functional F is now defined by F = - dZ/dt • aZ, ZR is the value of Z 

measured at the lime of the relaxed state just after the relaxation phase, and / is. of 

• •inir.-e, not the invariant for time. 
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L";'i;ng叶討 (2)asd (.3)， V'. (a x b) = b. V' x a -a. V' x b， asd the Gauss theorem， 

¥¥'f'りbtilinthe followings from eq.(89)， 

げ [oAJ= !lry(oj.A +j は)ー 3(6AA+A叫 }dv

一土世(6BxA+ oAxB).ds = O. (91) 
μ。J

¥Vf' (onsider here the autocorrelation with respect to the vector pηtential A in the 

W町山veMHD pl田 ma，and define the following global autocorrelation Z of A， 

(92) 

11メl叫 Ohm'slaw and E = -V'.p -fJA/OI deduced from eqs.(2) and (4)， we obtain 

tlu' litllP dcrivativ{' of Z田 (01l0w5，

dZ r. . 
di=-2JI泊 A + (A x B) . u }dv -j.pA. ds. 幻)

¥V('州、 froltl引 >mparisonbetween the volume integral term of eq.(91) and eqs.(92) 

illld (9:1) that F in eq.(91) is the fuctional de日nedby F =ー(dZ/dt)/2-αZ/2 for 

thい t出('()f tl((' ql由民i-stcadyrcl<lxed state with 1.1宝 O.Since the first term of dZjdt 

111 刊 1 ，(リ~) i:-: 1 11(' di~叫patìon rat(' of the autocorrelation Z due to the resisti叫 ty7) and 

ha.... tlw 11い品川JV<'可叩λ111帆l

1111刊l'川九町x守刊d宍叫tat炉 t hal leads (0 eq.( 4i) 

[11-1-:] The叶a.xprl山 teoftl陀附isti¥'<， MHD pla.<;ma. after the no叩。叩n叫凶li口I肘 a町r叫出a叫山tl凶o】

lド凶，1巾h守訓b刷《白 is t h" 只Lah' whm:e Internal 叫ructure yields thc minimum dissipalIon rate of the 

礼IIto(t)rrt'liltiollX with Z = ZR， which is expressed by 

dZ 
Ihl" 71Iinhl11l7r! 1ーIslαlt: with Z Zn 1 日1)

dt 

、dll、rI'111<白 (ullotIonalF i:-o now df'fill('d Iリ F= -dZ/dt .αZ， ZR is lhe vallle of Z 

IIl1町出'"刊Ial thc、lIIlH' of th(' r，，1司xcd叶ateju叫 aftcr 111(' rclaxation ph制<'， a.nd Z i:-;， ()f 

'"llIlr:-I'， Il(lt tlH' in、iuiantfnr tilIlf' 



The mathematical t-xpressious of eq.(94) in the thought [II-E] lead us 1i> the 

volume integral terms of eqs.(89) and (90), and therefore we obtain «q.(47) and also 

the same condition of eq.(75) for the mode transition point of the vela.\jd state. The 

reciprocity of the variational calculus gives us the following thought [II-F] equivalent 

to the thought [II-E] given by eq.(94): 

[Il-F] The relaxed state of the resistive MHD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation 

phase is the state whose internal structures contain the maximum value of Z, with 

<\Z/dt = dtZft, which is expressed by 

the maximum Z state with — = d ,Z f i , (95) 
at 

where dtZft is the value of dZ/dt measured at the time of the relaxed state just 

after the relaxation phase, and dZ/dt is, of course, not the invariant for time. The 

mathematical expressions of eq.(95) in the thought [II-F] lead us to the volume integral 

terms of cqs.(89) and (90), and therefore we obtain eq.(47) and also the same condition 

of oq.(75) for the mode transition point of the relaxed state. 

We now have obtained the second group of thoughts { from [Il-A] to [II-F] } thai 

lead to the same relaxed state of eq.(47) [ and eq.(59) in the low /? plasma limit) which 

is followed by the self-similar decay phase of eq.(49), and the same mode transition 

condition eq.(75) of the relaxed state, starting from the set of general thoughts { [I], 

[II] } with eqs.(32)-(35). From comparison among the three thoughts of [11-A], [II-C], 

and [II-E], we find that in the thought [II-C] the total helicity A' is used instead of 

the total magnetic energy Wm in the thought [Il-A], and also in the thought [II-E] 

the global autocorrelation Z is used instead of Wm in the thought [II-A]. All of the 

throe thoughts of [Il-A], [Il-C], and [II-E] are found to lead to the same self-organized 

relaxed slate of oq.(17) [ and eq.(59) in the low /_•? plasma limit ] and the mode 
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111<・ math円 naticai刊 pr四日OIlS of ('q.(か1)in the thought [II-E] lead '" 1υ1111' 

、けlUIlI{， Intf'gral tf'Tn1S of cq罰 (89)and (90). and thcrcforc wc ohl九印 刷 1.(47)a"，1 al州

the品 mecondition of eq.(75) for the mode transition point of th(' "cl.山一J.slate. The 

r<，ciprocity of th(' varialional calculus giv田 usthe following th:J時 ht[1トF]equival<:>1It 

10 thc ¥hou)¥ht !II-EJ given byeq.(94) 

[II-VJ Thc relaxed state ofthe resistive MHD pla5ma after ¥he nonlinear rel ... x.tion 

ph出 cis thc state whose internal slructurcs contain the maximum value of Z with 

dZjJt = d，ZR， which is expressed by 

dZ 
the mα口 mHmZ stαte with -:: d，ZR， (95) 

dt 

wh('re dlZR is the value of dZ/dt measured at the lIme of the relaxed state just 

aft.er the relaxation phase， and dZ/dt is， of course， noL the invariant for time. The 

ma¥hcmat.ical expressions of eq.(95) in the ¥hought !lI-FJ lead us ¥0 the volume integral 

terms of eqs.(89) and (90)， and therefore we obtain eq.( 47) and al50 the same cOlldition 

of ('q.(75) for the mode transiLion point of the relaxed叫 a¥e

，̂le now have oblai町 dthe 町condgroup of thO¥ゆI.s{ from [ll-AJ to [ll-FJ } ¥hat 

learl to the same reJa:xed state of叫 (47)!and珂 (59)ill the low βplasma limit J wJ叫 h

同 folluwedby the self-similar decay ph蹴 ofeq.( 49)， and lhe same mode ¥ran叫 IOn

condilioll eq.(7S) of the rel日 edstate， starting from the 5et of general though¥s { [IJ， 

[llJ } with eqs.(32)ー(35).From comparison among the thr町 ¥hollghtsof [ll-AJ， [ll-C]， 

anJ [1トEJ，we find that in the though¥ !1I-C] the tolal helicity /， i路5used instead of f 

the 【p、lutal口附削

tけ刊 且~Ioba凶泊刈a叫l 剖叫削i1山10町)(0叩口rrela山t，】岡剛o町叩n】Z 回 ¥)5町eJin5tead of Wm in the thollght [ll-AJ. AIl of ¥Iu・

thr押 thn 昭 I 山 of[ll-A]， [1 トC]， and !ll-EJ a 刊 fOUlld to I('(ld 10 the 崎州r間I

r骨川f什l何Xf'刊dド叶laleof eq.(47) ! and eq.(59) ill the low 13 pla<m 司 limit ~ and the much 目
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transition condition of the relaxed state, as were shown from eq.(H'J) to eq.(H-I). \\\-

e.'isily understand from this fact that we can use any of the three quantities Wt„, A . 

and Z for W in the set of general thoughts { [I], [II] } with eqs.(32)-(35), and we 

still obtain the same self-organized relaxed state and the mode transition condition 

of the relaxed state. Since we use all of eqs.(2)-(5) for the derivations of the time 

derivatives of W,n, K, and Zy we understand that all of the laws of eqs.(2)-(5) are 

embedded essentially in the relations between d W m / d ( and Wm, between dK/dt and 

A", and between dZ/dt and Z. In the calculation of the variational technique with 

respect to the spatial variables x in order to find the self-organized relaxed state of 

eq.(4(i), we have used only eqs.{2) and (3). We see from these facts that the essential 

things, which lead to the same self-organized relaxed state in the three thoughts of 

[ll-A], [II-('], and [II-E], are in the laws with dissipation { eqs.(2)-(5) } which are 

embedded in the relation between dW/dt and W ( W = Wm, A", and Z ) and used 

in the derivation of the self-organized relaxed state by the variational calculus. The 

global quantity Wm is, in other words, the autocorrelation with respect to B itself, 

and the global quantity A' is the crosscorrelation between A and B , as mentioned at 

eqs.(7) and (8). The global quantity Z is the autocorrelation with respect to A ; as 

mentioned at eq.(92). The three global quantities Wm, A", and Z are the elements of 

I he global correlations, WJ(-(t) — / qj(t,x)qi(t,x) dx , which were discussed generally 

after eqs.{32)-(35). Since the internal spatial structure of the self-organized relaxed 

state of interest is hardest to change its own spatial structure through the dissipation 

process with respect to Ohm's loss and therefore yields the minimum dissipation 

rale <if the quantities of interst, it is reasonable to consider that the state with the 

minimum dissipation rate of aJl these global auto- and cross-correlations due to the 

common Ohm loss for th-ir own instantaniously containing values become to be the 

same self-organized relaxed state of eq.(47) which is proved directly lo be followed by 
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tr片山it川 l'川 Idit.iollof t.1H' T('lax('d山引守出 wereShOWIl frolll pq.(X'2) 10川(仏1).¥¥". 

I';L'吋 lyunop[sJ.and from this fac1 thal we can lI~C any of thc thrc{' quanLiticぉ昨""1、
出 1<1Z for W in the se1 of general 1hough1s { [I]， [ll] } with eqs.(32)ー(35)‘andwe 

叶，illohtain thc samc self-organized relaxed slale and the mode transition condition 

。f1hc relaxed state. Since we use all of eqs.(2)ー(5)for 1he deriv叫ionsof the timc 

dcriv叫 ivesof W..， K， and Z， we understand that all of the laws of eqs.(2)ー(5)are 

cml附 1山 rlCf;同ntiallyin 1he relations between dWmjdt and Wm， hetween dI¥jdt and 

[¥'， and hrt.wccn dZ/dt and Z. In the calculation of the variational technique wILh 

刊誌pcc:tLn thc叩 叫ialvariables x in order 1.0 find the self-organizcd relaxed staLe of 

吋 (46)、w('have llsed叩 Iyeqs.(2) and (3). We 5ee from these fac1s tha1 the essentはl

thin且:-:， which lead 1.0 the same self-organized relaxed sLate in l.he three thoughts of 

[1卜A]， [II-C]， and [ll-E]， are in the laws wi1h dissipa1ion { eqs.(2)-(5) } which副 e

円 Bbeddedin the relation bctwe叩 dW/dtand W ( W = Wm， h'， and Z )剖ldused 

in thc deriv山 onof the self-organized relaxed sta1e by the variational calculus. The 

global quantity t1' m is， in other words， the autocorrelation with r四 pect10 B i臼elf，

and the global quantity 1¥ is the crosscorrelation betwcen A and B，国 mentionedat 

eqs.(i) and (8). The global quantity Z is the autocorrelation with respect to A，砧

111(')山oncd叫叫 (92).The three g10bal quan1ities Wm， 1¥， and Z are the elements of 

I he global correlations， ¥1乍(t) J q)(t， x)q;(t， x) dx ， which were discu田 edgener司Iy

afl円。'15.(32)-(35).Since the in1ernal spatial structure of the self-organized relaxed 

叫a¥(>of in1erest is hardest to change its own spatial structure through the dissipa1ion 

pruc由民 wjthrespect to Ohm's 1国 5and therefore yields 1he mi刷 mumdissipation 

rat(' ur thC' quantities or inte目 t，it is reasonable to consider that thc state with the 

minimum d同付pal.ionrate of aJJ these global auto-and cross-correJations due to the 

(nnUllon () hm loss for t.!ιr own instantaniously仁ontainingvalues become to be the 

州lIli、!'i('!r-organIz('orela."<.ed state of eq.( 47) which Is provcd directl)' 10 bc followcd by 
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the self-similar decay phase of eq.(49) without significant change of its own spatial 

.structure. The internal structure given and expressed by eq.(47) [ or eq.(44) ] is 

the. attractor q*(W, x) discussed generally after eqs.(32)-(35), and the self-organized 

relaxed state is the state of q"(Wfl,x). Since the self-organized relaxed state is hardest 

to change its own spatial structure, when the nonlinear system of interest has come 

to this relaxed state, the system behaves like as to be trapped at this self-organized 

relaxed state during the time evolution of the system, just like as "the attraclor of 

the dissipative structure" introduced by Prigogine [39,40]- These facts indicate that 

the set of general thoughts { [I], [il] } with eqs.(32)-(35) is useful to find the altraclor 

of the dissipafive structure which is the self-organized relaxed stale in the nonlinear 

dynamical system with dissipation. 

2.3 Third Group of Self — Organization Theory 

We now proceed to the theory by T. Kalo and T. Furusawa [29], where they 

deal with the state with the minimum entropy production rate of the irreversible 

tliermodynamical system under the assumption of the total helicity invariant. Since 

the entropy production rate by the Joule heating is given by the term of ry • j in 

eq.(9), the relaxed state introduced by T. Kalo and T. Furusawa [29] is expressed by 

the following thought [II1-A], 

[1J1-A] The MHD plasmas with small but finite resistivity would relax to the 

state with the minimum entropy production rate under the global invariant of the 

total helicity A', which is expressed by the following form; 

the minimum I ——— | stale under A" = A'/j , (%) 
df 

where KB is the value of A' measured at the time just 1 f before the relaxation pha.se" 

and u = 0. 
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th..町 lf-similardecay phase of eq.(49) without significant change of its own spatial 

バrllcture. The intcrnal structure given and expressed by eq.(47) [ or eq.(44) ] is 

tho attractor q"(W， x) discussed generally after eqs.(32)ー(35)，and the self-organized 

rclaxed state is the state of q・(WR， x). Since the self-organized relaxed state is hardest 

to change i ts Qwn spatial structure， when the nonlinea'τsystem of interest has com<.> 

10 this relaxed state， the system behaves Iike田 10be 1rapped at this self-organized 

relaxed state during the time evolution of the system， just like面 "thcatLrador of 

th(" d削 paLivcstructure" introduccd by Pr伊 gine[39，40]. These facts indicatc that 

th(' sct of gem守ra)thou俳句{[1]， [11] } with eqs.(J2)-(35) is uscflll to find thc attractor 

。fth<.> dissipal.ive sLructurc which is thc sclf-organized relaxcd sLaLc in the nonliIl川『

dynamical sysLem with di悶 ipation

2.3 Third Gro1lp oJ SelJ -Orgollizαtion Theory 

We now proceed to the theory by T. Kato and T. Furusawa [29]， whe町 theJ

d("al with th<， state with the minimum cnlroPJ' prodllction ratc of thc Irrcversible 

th<.>rmodynami仁alり 叫 円11undcr t h<> assumption of thc 1.otal heli口tyill¥"arianL日JJ1("('

th(' cntropy productinn rate hy thc JOlllc h<，ating is given by thc tcrrn or r1.I . j in 

1''1.(日)， the日 laxed計九tcintrodu("co. by T. Kato and T. Furusawa [29] is cxpr(，s!-icd h) 

け10following thollght [IIJ-A]， 

[川一AJTJ日 MlIDpJaSJl出 wit.h日間11hut fin山 resistivitywould同副知 ..11(-'

叶司1('wit.h tlw minimum cntropy produc1ion rate under the global Illvariant of tll(' 

tot al h<，li("it.y K， which is何 pr仲 町1by the following form; 

バ11ぺ一一thf' miuin川叩|ー~ I slale undcr 1， 11山リ(; )
dt 

wlit're h.u il" thC' ¥'<¥111<' of J¥" IIwasured at thc time just '~bcfore thc rcl出品川11ph出

川Hi11 日
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Since the total hclicity A' is no longer the invariant for time during the relaxation 

process, as was discussed in detail in the derivation of the thought [B] with eq.( 17) in 

the .subsection 2-1, the thought [III-A] should be reconstructed to the following form 

in the same way as the thought [B]: 

[III-B] The relaxed state of the MHD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation phase 

is the slate whose internal structure contains the helicity A' = A'# and the minimum 

value of the entropy production rate | dWm/dt |, that is expressed by the following 

form; 

dWm the minimum. \ — — ( state with A* = A'R , (97) 
at 

where A"ft is the value of A' measured "at the time of the relaxed stale" just after 

the relaxation phase and u = 0. Here, "A' = AV' is the necessary condition 

which must be satisfied by the internal structure of the relaxed state because of the 

measured value, and becomes "the global constraint" for "finding out the internal 

structure of the relaxed state from the set of various distributions". The variational 

calculus for the thought [Ill-B] xvitli respect to the spatial variable x is equivalent, to 

that of llio thought [III-A]. 

Using the similar procedure from eq.(40) to (43), fi06j = V x 53, the vector 

formula of V - (a x b) = b • V x a — a • V x b , and the Gauss theorem, we obtain 

the following mathematical expression of the variational calculus for the thoughts 

[III A] and [IIl-B], 

H' = — / AB • { V x (rjj) - ^ A } d v - — i{ TQ x SB + - A x 5A ) • ds = 0, 

(9K) 

y'y = — / SB • { V x (i/ij) - %&k.Uv - — l( ijfij x <5B ) • ds > 0 . 
/'., J 2 ;i„ J 

(99) 
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Since the total helicity l¥" is no longer the invariant for time during the rela.xalion 

pro(es~，国 W回 discussed in detail in the derivation of the thought [B] with e司(17)in 

the叫 hsection2.1， the thought [III-A] should he reconstructed to the following lorm 

int什h恥H叩C5拍叩a剖叩11間I

[11川1I.s町]The r凶e1a叫xe“dstate 01 t山heMHD p凶，1.苗..smaafter the n叩on凶lin町ea町rrela叫xa叫t，凶onpμh出 e

is t 1Ie sLatc who問 inlernalstructure contains Lhe helicity It" = ]{R and the minimum 

vallle of the entropy production rate I dWm/dt 1. that is expressed by the followillg 

仏rm

dW. 
thc minimum I ~~"~m I stαte with I¥ = I'R， (97) 

dt 

¥¥'l¥l'r(' A'1l i~ the value of A" measured "at the time of the relaxed stale" just after 

t 11(' r<，laxation pha町 andu O. Here， l) l、 /1."R" is the necessary condition 

which lIlu:st be叫 isfiedby the interna1 structure of the relaxed state because of thc 

rn同ぷurf'dvalur， and bccomes "the globaJ constraint" t;οr "finding out thr. internaJ 

吋 rudurcof UlC' r<'ia."xcd state from the sct of various distributions". The vari山 onal

日 1，山1:-;for t!1I" tl川 Ight[1lI日]with r町川tto the spat凶 variablex is equivale叫 to

thitlω1，II<'tlμ>IIght [l1I.A] 

p日 IIgthe討irnilrtrprocedllre from eq.(40) to (43)，伯母=V' x oB， the veζtor 

fOrlllUla of V' . (a x b) = b. V' x a -a ヤxb， and the Gauss theorem， we obta.in 

tlw 仏JJowingrnathematical expre田 ionof the variational calculus for the thoughts 

[1I1-A]川，<1[llI-H]. 

け =tfhBivx(7Jj)-3A}dt'-fj(叫刈B+3AX6A)ds=o，

(附)

μF =三f̂B. { V' x (11，¥j) - ~óA}dv -2. i(ηoj x oB ) . ds > 0 
I-to J 
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Y\V then obtain the Killer-Lagrange equation from the volume integral term in <?q.(9K) 

fur arbitrary variations of ^B as follows, 

V x ( n j ) = ^ A . (ioo) 

Taking the rotation of eq.(lOO), and assuming 77 to be spatially uniform, we obtain 

the following expression for the relaxed state which was derived by T. Kato and T. 

Furusawa [29], 

V x V x V x B = 7 3 B , (101) 

when: 7 3 = Q-^ 0 /2J7, and 0/ is the Lagrange multiplier. Solutions of eqs.(lOl) satisfy 

the following lower order differential equaion, as reported by T. Kato and T. Furusawa 

[29], 

V x B ; = 7w«B, , (102) 

where UJ and OJ2 denote the cube root of the unity, and the solution with t = 0 expresses 

the force-free field of eq.(16) derived by Taylor. The relaxed state of eq.( 101) has other 

solutions whose real and imaginary parts do not satisfy the equation of the force-free 

field [29], The force-free field of eq.(16) is derived as the low 0 plasma limit from the 

general solution of eq.(lOl), in the similar way from eq.(50) to eq.(59). However, the 

relaxed state expressed by eq.(100) does not lead directly to the self-similar decay 

phase by substituting eq.(100) and u = 0 intoeq.(37), differently from the case of the 

second group of the relaxation theory in the previous subsection 2.2. 

Using the reciprocity of the variational calculus, we obtain the following thought 

[Ill-C] which is equivalent to the thought [III-B] with eq.(97), 

[Ill-C] The relaxed state of the MHD plasma after the nonlinear relaxation phase 

is the state whose internal structure contains the maximum value of A' and the entropy 

production rate of | dWm/dt \ = \ dtWmji |, that is expressed by the following form; 

'12 

¥¥'{' th('1I obt回目t.hcEul町 一Lagrangeequ山 OIlfrom thc 間山

fur arbitrary variations of oB as follows、

マx(叫)=iA (100) 

Taking the rotation of eq.(IOO)， and 酷 s叫u凹 n時gη t旬。 b悦es叩P叫山l旧凶all匂yu叩n即2ば恥fo口n凡， W附 e。叫bt凶副11 1 

the r.仏。11恥ow問lD略ge凹xpr陀悶e田s田s剖1拍。叩nfor the relaxed state which wa描sderived b匂yT. Ka叫toa叩IIdT 
、

Fun出 awa[29]， 

V'xV'xV'xB ずB， )
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whereヴ3=αμ。/2可， and αis the Lagrange multiplier. Solutions of e<[s.(IOI) s品目fy

thc following lower order differential equaion， as reported by T. Kalo and T. Furusawa 

[29]， 

V' x B， = -yw'B‘' (102) 

whcrcωand ω2 denote the cube root of the unity， and the solution w比hi = 0 expresses 

け叩 force-free日eldof eq.(I6) derived by Taylor. The relaxed state of eq.(101) has other 

solutions whose real and imagin町 yparts do not satぉfythe equation of the force-free 

field [29J. The force-free field of問.(16) is derived as the low βplasma Iimit from the 

grneral solution of eq.(101)， in the similar way from eq.(50) to eq.(59). However， the 

rclaxed state expressed by eq.(lOO) does not lead directly to the self-similar decay 

phase by substituting eq.(IOO) and u = 0 into eq.(37)， differently from the case of the 

secosd group of the reJaxatios theory in the previous subsection 2.2 

Using the reciproc口ityof the va町riati旧onalcalculus， we obtain the f，仏'ollowin泊19th】ought

[11川II-CJwhi山i江凶仁

[111一CJThe relaxed state of the MHD plasma after the nonlinear川 ax叫ionp)刷 P

i~ the statc whose internal struct.ure contains t.hc maximum ¥'alue of 1¥' and the entropy 

productioll rate of 1 dWm/dt 1 = 1 d，WmR 1， that is expre附 dby the followi時 fりrm;
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th? maTimnm K state, with I —r^1 I =1 d,W,nH I (10-J) 
d£ 

where | d,lV,„fl J is the value of J d i y m / d * | measured "at the time of the relaxed 

stale" just after the relaxation phase and u = 0, and | dWm/6t | is, of course, 

not the invariant for time. The mathematical expressions of eq.(103) in the thought 

[IJ1-C] lead us to the volume integral terms of eqs.(98) and (99), and therefore we 

obtain cqs.(100) and (101). 

Since we have used reversible mathematical processes fromeq.(97) to eq.(102), we 

investigate another group of thoughts connected to eqs.(98) and (99) in the thought 

[111-B] in the same way as was used at eqs.(21)-(3l) and at eqs.(82)-(95). We assume 

here, for simplicity, that the resistivity rj is spatially uniform. Changing the variation 

<if tSB in eqs.(98) and (99) to a variation of the more general quantity q, as 6q, we 

may have the following expressions for the group of relaxation theories that lead to 

eqs.(100) and (101) as the Euler-Lagrange equation from the volume integral term 

for arbitrary variations of <5q: 

<5F[<5q] = / f i q - { V x ( T j j ) - |A}di» = 0 . (104) 

62F[6q\ = / * q - { V x ( » r i j ) - ^5A}dv > 0 . (105) 

We adopt 5A for <5q in eqs.(104) and (105), and then we obtain the followings, 

6F[6A] = / « A - { V x f a j ) - ^A}dv = 0 , (106) 

62F[5A] = | U - { V x ( ^ j ) - |<5A}du > 0 . (107) 

Using eqs.(2) and {'S), V - ( a x b ) = b V x a - a - V x b , and the Gauss theo

rem, we obtain the followings from eq.(106), 
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dW"， 

tIμ't1IrlTl1711l1n l¥"，r;lαt<， with 1ー;，'"1 =1 d，!-VmR  1 (10:1) 
dt 

where 1 d， W..R 1 is the value of 1 dW m/dl I meilSurca ".t tl四 timeof the rela.xcd 

!'tate" just aftcr the rela.xation phase and u 0， and I dWm/dl I is， of course， 

not the invaria.nt for time. The mathemat.ical exp町 田ionsof eq.( 103) in the lhoughl 

[Il1-CJ le.d us to the volume inlegraJ t百四 ofeqs.(98)回 d(99)， .nd thercfore we 

ol>tain cqs.(100) and (101) 

Since we have used reversible mathcmatical processes from eq.(97) to eq.(102)， we 

investigale anolher group of Ihoughts connected to eqs.(98) and (99) in the Ihought 

[11トB]in the same w可面 W田 usedat cqs.(21)-(31) and at eqs.(82)-(95). We ilSsume 

herf'， for simplicity， that the rcsistivityηis spatially uniform. Changing the variation 

of oB in eqs.(98) and (99) to a vari山 onof the more ge即日Iquantity q， as 6q， wc 

may have the following exp四 回 目nsfor the group of relaxation theories that lead to 

刊誌 (100)and (101) as the Euler-Lagrange equat.ion from the volume integr.1 term 

for arbitrary va.riations of oq 

叩叫 =J 6q. {'¥7 x (叫)- ~A}dv = o. (104) 

o'P[吋 =joq.{'¥7X(ηoj) - ~óA}dv > o. 附

We adopt f，A for oq in eqs.(104) and (105)， and then we obtain the followings， 

oF[砧 1= j6A.{'¥7X(可，j)- ~A}dv = 0， (1附

d'F[oA] = f OA. {'¥7 x (~ój) - ~óA}dv > O. (107) 

L!:-;illg eq詩 (2)and t:l)， '¥7. (a x b) = b. 'V x a -a. 'V x b， and the Gauss theo 

ft'lIl， w(' ohtain the followings from eq.(106)， 
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6F[iA] = i / { i|(Jj-B + j SB) - a<SAA}du - ^ ( i )«Axj + i f t B x B J d s = 0 . 

(108) 

We see from comparison between the volume integral term of eq.(]D8) and eqs.(10) 

and (92) that F in eq.(108) is the fuctional defined by IF = - fi0{dh'/dt) • aZ/2. 

Since the first term of dK/dt in eq.(10) is the dissipation rate of the total helicily A' 

due to the resistivity r? and has the negative value, we therefore come to the following 

another thought [lll-D] for the relaxed state that leads to cqs.(IOO) and (101): 

[Hl-D] The relaxed state of the resistive MHD plasma after the nonlinear relax

ation phase is the state whose internal structure yields the minimum dissipation rate 

of K with Z = Z/t, which is expressed by 

the minimum | —-— | state with Z = ZR , (109) 

at 

where the functional F is now defined by F = - dK/dt - aZ/2, ZR is the value of 

7 measured a) the time of the relaxed state just after the relaxation phase, and 7. 

i.-., of course, no! the invariant for time. The matliematical expressions of eq.(109) 

in the thought [11I-D] lead us to the volume integral terms of eqs.( 10G) and (107), 

ami therefore we obtain eqs.(100) and (101). The reciprocity of the variational cal

culus gives us the following thought [III-E] equivalent to the thought [II1-D] given by 

eq.(10!)): 

[1I1-K] The relaxed slate of the resistive MHD plasma after the nonlinear relax

ation phase is the state whose internal structures contain the maximum value of 7. 

with dK/dt = d(/\"jt, which is expressed by 

the. maximum Z state with -7— = d,A'» , (NO) 

dt ' * ' K ' 

where d,A';t is the value of dK/dt measured at the time of the relaxed stale just 

after the relaxation phase, and dh'/di is, of course, nol the invariant for lime. The 
4.1 

けいAJ= U{1/(oj-B+j沼)ー αoA.A}dv-f村山j+hxB)ds=0

(108) 

We see from comparison between the volume integral term of eq.(108) and eqs.(lO) 

回 d(92) that F in eq.(108) is the fuctional defined by 2F =ーμ。(dJ.イ/dt)ーαZ/2

Since the first ternl of d[(/dt in eq.( 10) is the dissipation rate of the lotal helicity A 

due lo the rcsistivityηand has the negative va]ue1 we therefore come to the following 

nnother thuught [III-OJ lor the re1axed state that lea心 toeq5.(100) and (101) 

[III-])J The relaxed state of the悶凶刊 MHDpla.<;ma after the nonlin 

叫ionphase is the stale whose inlernal structure yields thc minimum dissipatioJl ratc 

of l¥" wilh Z = Zlt¥ which is cxpressed by 

d/，ピ
the minimum Iー Istatc with Z = ZR. (109) 

dt 

， .. :here the fUTlctional F is now defined by F =ーdl¥/dt-αZ/2. ZR is the value of 

1. IIlca.sllred at the limc of the四 Ia..'¥cdstate just afler thc relaxation ph出旬、礼11<1Z 

i:-.， of (Ollrs<" nol the inv叩叩tfor time. The mat.hematical expr何 日onsof eq.( 109) 

in the thought [1I1-DJ lea<i us to the volume integral terms of eqs.( IOfi) ano (1日T)、

叩【1thNcfoH' w(' obtain 叫 5.(100)and (101). The re口pro口tyof thc varial.IOllill cal-

clIluお開V何回 thefollowing tho時 ht[Ill-EJ equivalent to the thought [日卜DJgivcn ]，、

刊j.{10日)

[lll-E] '1‘he rclaxed statc of the resistivc MUD p}asmぇ aft('rthe nonlincar ["elelx-

al ion ph;:u.;e i~ t h(' stat(' who問 interna1s1.ructllres cont ain the maximum valu(' of 7. 

日:ithd1¥/dt = ，1，1.、:Il.which is cxprcs'削 ihy 

d/， 
fhf. mαximum Z sf.atc with ~一= d，/.イR， (110) 

dt 

、、 IlI'f(， djl、Jt b 111(' vah1C'りfdA'/dt 刷、副1Ir町 iat the lime of tllf' relaxed stall' jllst 

ilft ~'r llH' r('1丸山lionpha.."{>， and dA"/dt目、 of(onrs<'， no! thc invariant for tilIlI'. Tlw 
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mathematical expressions of eq.(llO) in the thought [III-E] lead us to the volume 

integral terms of eqs.(106) and (107), and therefore we obtain eqs.(100) and (101). 

We now have obtained the third group of thoughts { from [III-A] to [III-E] } that 

lead to the same relaxed state of eq.(lOl) [ or eq.(16) in the low 0 plasma limit ]. 

§ 3. Discussion a n d S u m m a r y 

We have derived three groups of self-organization theories from the thought anal

ysis in the previous section, i.e. the first group of thoughts { from [B] to [G] }, the 

second group of thoughts { from [Il-A] to [II-F] }, and the third group of thoughts { 

fruiii [III-B] to [111-lv] }, all of which lead to the same relaxed state of the fon.c-frce 

field V x B = ± AB. The common hypothesis among all of these three groups of 

the self-organization theories is that the system of interest projected in a kind of 

functional spare, where each point represents internal spatial profiles of the system, 

ran approach sufficiently close to any point in the functional space through the tur-

luilent relaxation phase like as the ergodic hypothesis, because we use the variational 

r.iliulu:- wilh respect to the spatial variables x to obtain the self-organized relaxed 

.si air. 

In the derivation of the thought [B] with eq.(17), we have pointed out clearly by 

using tlie results of the three-dimensional MUD simulation shown in Fig.3 of ref.[lM] 

that there exists actually the magnetic, energy relaxation process where fairly high 

di»ipat'nni of tin' total helicity, up to about 20 percent in one example, takes place 

and t herefoiv tlie tolal hclidty is no longer the invariant for time, and the system still 

relaxes to the force-free field of V x B = ± ,\B. This fact by the three-dimensional 

Mill) simulation means that the concept of the total helicity invariant is not the 
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matJH'JJJalicaJ cxpr('時間nsof eq.(110) in the thought [II1-町 lcadus to the voJume 

intogral torm' of eqs.(106) and (107)， and therefore we obtain eqs.(lOO) and (101) 

VYe now havc obt剖 nedthe third group of thoughts { from [1lI-A] to [II1-E] } that 

l州 110 the same relaxed st.ate of eq.(101) [or eq.(16) in the low βplasma Iimit ] 

33. Di町 U開 ionand Smnmary 

¥Vc havf! d円 jw.dt.hrec group!' of self-organization theories from the thought anal 

刊 isill th(、prcv阿山町d川 1，i.e. the first grO¥叩 oftf 

M州白吋【 ‘り川b川n町川iドd科何r川"ド，<りlfih川0昭 hls{ from [lI-A] to [!I-F] トand the third gro叩 of thollghts { 

fW11l [川-H]10 [1l1-E] }， all of wh凶 Icadto the same rcla.xed st.ate of the forcc-frce 

fi ，. ld で xB~ 土 .\B. The common hypothesis among all of these three groups of 

tlli' SC、If-organizat.ionth('ori何 回 thatt.he system of intercst projeded in a kind of 

fllJlctiollal :"1同 nヘWhNl'、l'achpoint represcnts internal spati礼lpro日lesof the system， 

r川 1approach州 ffi円 cnllydo:，，(> to any point in the functional 5p配 et.hrough the tur-

Indt'llt [('Ietxatioll pha....:;e lik(.出 theergodic hypothesis， bec ause we use the variat.ional 

ciLl‘lllu台、 ¥¥'ilhW:-:jlt'ct to th<， spatial wuiables x to obtain the self-organized rcl砧吋

争、I:tlt'.

ln th.. derivatinn of t.he thought [B] wit.h eq.(l7)， we I聞で pointedout clcarly by 

IIsinp， tll<' 口市lIlt気。fthe threc 

Ih"1 tlw打、 eXls1.s山 tually the magnet.i仁 cncrgyrclaxation process where f副 rlyhigh 

di日 Ipall‘.IJυft ht' lo1.al lH'lidty句 uptυal>out 20 pcr凹 ntin one cx司mple，takes pla刊

バndtll(・打、fol'l・ tll<' 101;¥1 hrlidfy is no IOllg('r the im'ariant for tillle~ and thc systl'lll still 

"・laXt';-'いけIlI'for刊 -fr何 日oldof v x B ~土入B. Thi， faft hy tho thr何 dit1l{'n州 )11，¥1
九1111)!'-illllll川 itlll1lIt'<ln:-: lha1. the conr('{lt or t.h<' totλI Il<'licity invariant i討lIolthl' 
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essential physical condition necessary for the realization of the relaxed state V x B = 

± AB and therefore has to be removed from the self-organization theories of interest. 

The four thoughts of [B] with eq.(17), [E] with eq.(27), [F] with eq.(30), and [IIl-B] 

with eq.(97) may be acceptable as the self-organization theories that can be deduced 

from the inspection of the relation between the two dissipation rate of equations for 

Wni and A' due to the Ohm loss, i.e. eqs.(9) and (10), in order to find the internal 

spatial structure of the relaxed state. These four thoughts of [B], [E], [F] and [III-B] 

can lead to the correct relaxed slate of the force-free field V x B = ± AB with A" = 

A"/j at the relaxed state, having no concern with the actural dissipation of the total 

hclicity during the relaxation phase. These four thoughts of [B], [E], [F] and [UI-B] 

are neither the energy principle nor the variational principle based on the invariant 

for time that leads to the state of equilibrium and the stability problems, but they are 

the theories to lead to the self-organized internal profiles as the dissipative structure 

to be realized during the nonlinear dissipative processes. These four thoughts of [B], 

[E], [F] and [III-B] declare simply that after traveling in the functional space through 

the turbulent relaxation phase the system may come to the state of V x B = ± AB as 

the self-organized relaxed state and it may stay there for longer time compared with 

other points because of the relation between the two dissipation rate of equations for 

Wm and K due to the Ohm loss, eqs.(9) and (10). 

Experimental MHD plasmas and/or three dimensional MHD simulations are, 

however, known to realize the self-organized relaxed state with finite pressure gradi

ent and nonuniform profile of resistivity TJ [2-11,44,45]. The four thoughts of [B], [E], 

[F], and [HI-B] are disadvantageous to deal with these more general type of plasmas. 

For example, in the case of plasmas with spatially dependent resistivity r/, it is rather 

difficult to prove directly that the self-organized relaxed state obtained by these four 

thoughts of [B], [K], [F], and [Ill-B] are followed by the self-similar decay phase with-
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的叩ntialphy町田Icondition nC'ces""ary for th(> realization ()f t.hc r(>laxcd stat(> 'V x B = 

土 .¥Band therefore has to be rcmoved from thc sdf-organization thcories of illter凹 1

The four thought5 of[BJ with eq.(17)， [EJ with eq.(27)， [FJ with eq.(30)， and [111-8J 

with eq.(97) may be acceptable as the self-organization theories that can be deduced 

from the inspection of the relation betwecn the two dissipation rate of equatiolls for 

W"， and f{ due to the Ohm 1田 5，i.e. eqs.(9) and (10)， in order to自ndthe interna.1 

spat陥 1struclure of the relaxed sta!e. These four thoughts of [BJ， [勾，[円 and[Ill-BJ 

can lead to the correct relaxed state of the force-free field ¥7 x B =士入Bwith !，ピ=

KR at thc relaxed state， ha.ving no concern with the acturaJ dissipation of the total 

helicity during the rel日 ationphase. These four thoughts of [B]， [EJ， [FJ and [1Il-flJ 

are neither the energy principle nor the variational principle based on the invariallt 

for time th叫 Jeadsto the state of equilibrium and the stability problems， but they are 

the theories to lead to the self-organized internal profiles田 thedissipative structure 

to be陀 alizedduring the nonlinear dissipative proce曲 目 The5efour thoughts of [8J， 

[E]， [FJ and [111-B] declare simply that after traveling in the functional sp戸ac臼etl山h山r<印o叫》

th同.1川ur巾bu叫le叩ntrelaxa.剖.li拍o叩n】pha酷5ethe 5y戸sも胞e叩mma'可，ycome to the state of 'y x B = 土 λ Ba恒s 

tけh悶.s悶.If-o町rg肝a剖n刷1¥阻zedr目凶ela出.xe“dstate and it may s品ta勾.ythere for longer time compared with 

other points because of the relation between the two dissipation rate of equations fOl' 

Wm and K due to the Ohm 1055， eqs.(9) and (10) 

Experimental MHD plasm描 and/orthree dimensional MHD simulations are， 

however I known to realize the self-organized rel副 ed5tate with自nitepressure gradi-

ent and nonuniform profile of回目stlVltyη[2-11，44，45].The four thought5 of [B]， [EJ， 

WJ， 叩d[III-BJ are d回advantageousto deal with these more general type of pla....ma.s 

For example， in th. case of plasm担問thspatialJy dependent resistivityηI it is rath肝

diffi仁ultto prove directly that lhc self-organizt:d relaxed state obtained Ly thc!"o(' four 

t houghts of [問、 [EJ， [FJ， and [1II-flJ are followed hy the self.一日milardccay pl山守 with→ 
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uiii significant change of the spatial structure. This self-similar decay phase is one of 

the most important properties of the self-organized relaxed state, as was discussed at 

eq.(49) by the thought [II-A]. The disadvantage of the four thoughts of [B], [K], [F], 

and [Ill-B] for the dealing with the more general type of plasmas mentioned above 

results from their common origin that is deduced only from the relation between the 

two dissipation rate of equations for Wm and A* due to the Ohm loss, eqs.(9) and 

(10), though there is no physical relation between the two quantities of Wm and A' 

themselves. As is easily understood from the full set of basic equations for the three 

dimensional MHD simulations, i.e. the equations of mass, momentum, and energy ( or 

equivalcntly the entropy equation ) together with the Maxwell equations and Ohm's 

law, the nonlinear, dissipative system of the MHD plasma does evolve completely 

by these basic equations themselves without any intfraction with the independent 

equation for the quantity "magnetic helicity" [21-26,44,45], This fact means that the 

concept of the magnetic helicity is always used to interpret passively the physical 

process of interest and the equation of the magnetic helicity does not give any active 

eirert to the physical process. In other words, it is natural to consider that the essen

tial physical process for the realization of the self-organized relaxed state through the 

turbulent relaxation phase must be embedded in the laws themselves which are given 

by the basic equations and ruling the elements of the dissipative, nonlinear dynamical 

system of interest. 

The set of general thoughts { [I], [II] } with eqs.(32)-{35) comes merely from the 

following observation using a kind of thought experiment: The nonlinear dissipation 

itself is supposed to induce changes of the internal spatial structure of the system. On 

the way of nonlinear, dissipative, dynamical evolution, the system will pass through 

and slay longer time at the state such that receives the least change of its own spatial 

structure from the nonlinear dissipative processes and therefore yields the minimum 
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川"叶!-;Ill仏i¥ntchang(' of thC' spatial叶ructll口、 Thi:-;町 1[，ー町uilatrl何時 I巾出ci:--onc {)f 

I.he 1110叫 ilnporlanlproperties of the self-organized relaxed statc， as w出 discu~sed at 

叶 (49)by the thought [Il句A].The disad vantagc of tl問 fourthoughls of [B]， [E]. [F]， 
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I;I，W， the nQnJineac， dissipa.tivc syst町nof the MHD plasma does evolve completcly 
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by the basic equaHons and ruling the elements of the dissipative， nonJinear dynanucal 

討ystcmof interesl 

The 5et of general thoughts { [1]， [1I] } with eqs.(32)ー(35)com田 merely[rom thc 

following observation using a kisd of thought experiment: The nonJinear di~.;lpalioll 

山 elfis supposed to induce changes of the Internal spatial structure of the system. 011 

thc way of sonlinear， dissipative， dynar即日Jevolution， the sj'stem will pa."iS through 

and stay long円 timeat the state such that receives thc lcasl c:hange of its own百pa.tial
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dissipation rate of the global quantity W for the instantaneously containing value 

uf U'. Such that state must be supposed to be recognized as the self-organized 

relaxed state in the whole dynamical evolution of the system, if the relaxed state has 

a peculeiar spatial structure, not like as trivial uniform one. The peculiar spatial 

structure of the self-organized relaxed state must result from the laws themselves 

which give the functional form of the dissipation and determine the relation between 

dlV/di and W, as is seen from the theoretical process from eq.(36) to eq.(49). This 

thcnighl that the peculiar spatial structure of the relaxed state must result from the 

laws giving the functional form of the dissipation may be confirmed by the fact that 

the three thouhts of [ll-A], [11-Cj, and [II-E] for the different quantities U ' m , A', and '/. 

wit It the dissipation due to (he common Ohm Joss do lead to the same relaxed state 

given by eq.(41) and/or eq.(47), as was shown in the subsection 2.7 of the second 

group of the self-organization theories. 

The state described by eq.(44) and/or eq.{47) does represent more general self-

orgmiized relaxed state that yields the minimum dissipation rate and is proved directly 

to be followed by the self-similar decay phase without significant change uf ils own 

spatial .structure, as was shown at eq.(49), and also satisfies the experimental fact of 

j = 0 near the wall where the resistivity *J goes to infinity, as was mentioned after 

'•q.(17). li is natural to consider that in experimental devices, the relaxed state of 

1 lu* force-free fields V x B = AB with a constant A is rather a special example of 

the more general self-organized relaxed states of eq.(44) that takes place in a peculiar 

Miuatinn where 1 he spatially uniform resistivity profile and the low ft plasma limit 

h.i\e become in be assumed as a result, as was shown al eqs.(f)0)-(59) [37]. Since 

ih'-re exists actually the magnelic energy relaxation process where the total helicity 

is no longer invariant for time, we cannot say thai the relaxed state is determined by 

lli«' initial total heliijty. having no concern with the initial spatial profiler. Instead 
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di =-，~ipation rat.c of the global quantity W. for the instantaneously containinp， valu<， 

I)f U.. Such that state must be 日 pposedlo be recognizeci e回 thcsclf-υrganiz(~d 

rdaxed stale in the whole dynamical evolution of the system， if the relaxed state ha.s 
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ぉtru("tureof the self-organized relaxed state must re同 Itfrom the lav:s thelJlselv出
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of tins, we ran say that the attractors q"(W.x) of the dissipative structure, which 

an' derived as the ICuler-Lagrange equations and represent the internal structures of 

the self-organized relaxed state, are determined essentially by the laws themselves 

which give the functional forms of the dissipation rate, having no concern with the 

iniiial spatial profiles. And also we can say that the spatial profiles of the self-

organized relaxed state are determined uniquely by the Euler-Lagrange equations 

and the resultant quantities measured at the lime of the relaxed state, such as the 

magnetic energy, the toroidal flux, and the toroidal current Mux, together with the 

boundary conditions, having no concern with the initial spatial profiles. 

In conclusion, the thought analysis on the self-organization theories presented 

hen- leads us to the fallowings: The self-organized relaxed state, as the attraclor of 

the dissipative structuc. [39], of the resistive MHD plasma is formulated as the state 

sncli thai yields tlie minimum dissipation rate due to the Ohm loss of the global 

;iiih>- and/or cross-correlations of j , B , and A for their own instantaneous containing 

values of the global correlations. All of these formulation for the state with the 

minimum dissipatin rate of these global correlations due to the common Ohm loss 

lead to tin- same Kuler-hagrange equation of eq.(44) and/or eq.(47) which represents 

more general self-organized relaxed state that is proved directly to be followed by the 

self-.Minilar decay phase without significant change of its own spatial structure, as was 

shown at eq.(49), and also satisfies the experimental fact ofj = 0 near the wall where 

the resistivity T/ goes (o infinity, as was mentioned after eq.(47). In experimental 

devices, the relaxed state of the force-free fields V x B = AB with a constant A 

must be considered to be rather a special example of the more general self-organized 

relaxed stales of eq.(*M) that takes place in a peculiar silualion where the spatially 

uniform resistivity profile awl (he low B plasma limit have become to be assumed as 
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a n'Milt. TIK: formulation to find the internal structure of the self-organized relaxed 

slate as the dissipative structure is extended to the more general nonlinear, dissipalivc 

dynamical system as follows: The attractors q* (W J M x) of the dissipative structure 

are the states such that yield the minimum dissipation rate dWJt/dt for their own 

instantaneously containing values of the global correlations W}t) where WJt(t) = 

f q3(t,x)qx(t,x) dx , as was discussed after eqs.(32)-(35). This formulation is neither 

the energy principle nor the variational principle based on the invariant for time 

such that leads to the equilibrium state and the stability problems. The atlractors 

q*{Wj,,x) of the dissipative structure are determined uniquely by the laws giving the 

functional forms of the dissipation of interest and the relations between dW}t/dt and 

W„ [37]. 
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